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L.EXSEE

IN RE AUTOMOTIVE REFINISHING PAINT ANTITRUST LITIGATION

MDL DOCKET NO 1426

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF

PENNSYLVANIA

2004 US Dist LEXIS 29160

October 29 2004 Decided

October 29 2004 Filed

PRIOR HISTORY In ic Auto Refinishine Paint

Antitrusli. 2003 U.S Dist LEXIS 26945 ED Pa
Oct 14 2003

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE Suits were filed that

asserted federal antitrust claims against defendants The

suits were consolidated in the court Defendants filed

motion seeking clarification after the court ordered them

to produce in response to plaintiffb discovery requests

documents created between 1993 and 1996 In their

motion defendants proposed that geographical

limitations should be placed on their disclosure

obligations under the courts order

OVERVIEW Plaintiff alleged that defendants illegally

conspired for eight years to fix raise maintain or

stabilize prices for automotive refinishing paint in the

United States They filed production request seeking

disclosure of communications between defendants and

their competitors and documents that defendants had

submitted to federal state or foreign governmental

entities relating to automotive refinishing paint

Defendants sought clarification as to the geographic

scope of discovery claiming that discovery should be

limited to their activity in the United States The court

concluded that the discovery concerning defendants

foreign activities were relevant to plaintiffs domestic

antitrust claims defendants foreign activity evidenced

the creation and maintenance of worldwide price-fixing

conspiracy in the automotive refinishing market which

conspiracy was carried forward into the United States

Discovery should not be limited under fg ft Cv

ZLhXi because the burden imposed on defendants was

not extraordinary extending the scope of discovery to

encompass foreign price-fixing documents would not

significantly increase defendants discovery burden

OUTCOME The court denied defendants motion for

clarification Defendants were ordered to produce

responsive documents found in the United States or

globally including those dealing with foreign

manufacturing sale and/or distribution of automotive

refinishing paint

CORE TERMS discovery conspiracy united states

automotive paint refinishing competitor price-fixing

pricing clarification antitrust domestic reflecting

relevance global Sherman Act anticompetitive

geographic governmental entity worldwide territories

circumstantial evidence foreign countries discovery

request commerce interrogatory investigatory

customers burden of production documents relating

LexisNexisR Headnotes

Civil Procedure Discovery Disclosures Motions to

Compel

Civil Procedure Discovery Motions to onpeI

Cil Procedure Discovery Relevance

Cvii Procedure Discovery Undue Burdens

Evidence Procedural Considerations Burdens of

Proof Burden Shjfting

HN1j The scope and conduct ofdiscovery are within the

sound discretion of the trial court gsL.R Civ 37

authorizes party who has received evasive or
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incomplete answers to discovery authorized by

Civ.P 26el to bring motion to compel disclosure of

the materials sought Civ 37a3 Once

party opposes discovery request tile party seeking the

discovery must demonstrate the relevancy of the

information When this showing of relevancy is made the

burden then shifts back to tile party opposing discovery to

show wily the discovery should not be permitted

partys statement that the discovery sought is overly

broad burdensome oppressive vague or irrelevant is not

adequate to voice successfiul objection

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

The relevance of the information requested is the

touchstone of any discovery request

Civil Procedure Discovery Disclosures Mandatory

Disclosures

See Fed Civ 26fhlj

Otil Procedure Discovery Disclosures Motions to

oupel

Civil Procedure Disco very Motions to ompel

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

For good cause court may order discovery of

any nlatter relevant to the subject matter involved in the

action

Antitrust Trade Lois Clayton Act General

Over sien

Antitrust Trade lass Sherman Act General

Overiieps

Civil Procedure DLsco very Relevance

Evidence Relevance Circumstantial Direct

Evidence

In antitrust cases courts often take liberal view

of relevance and permit broad discovery Discovery in

antitrust litigation is most broadly permitted and the

burden or cost of providing the information sought is less

weighty consideration than in other cases Broad

discovery is permitted because direct evidence of an

anticompetitive conspiracy is often difficult to obtain and

the existence of conspiracy frequently can be

established only through circumstantial evidence such as

business documents and other records Because direct

evidence the proverbial smoking gun is difficult to

conic by plaintifth have been pernlitted to rely solely on

circumstantial evidence and tile reasonable inferences

that may be drawn therefrom to prove conspiracy

Proving conspiracy is usually difficult and often

impossible without resort to discovery procedures This is

particularly true in antitrust actions where tile proof is

largely in the hands of the alleged conspirators

Discovery in an antitrust case is necessarily broad

because allegations involve improper business conduct

Such conduct is generally covert and must be gleaned

from records conduct and business relationships

Antitrust Trade Law Price Fixing Restraints of

Trade Horizontal Restraints Price Fixing

HN6 It is widely understood tllat trade associations can

be used to facilitate the creation and maintenance of

price-fixing conspiracies especially wllen competitors

sllare pricing or sales data Cartels use trade associations

to oversee price-fixing and other anticompetitive

agreements As leading antitrust treatise explains tile

antitrust concern resulting fronl trade associatinn

provision of price and output information is tile

facilitation of collusion or less formal coordination of

output or price

Antitrztst Trade Lass Sherman Act Claims

trade association in and of itself is unit of

joint action sufficient to constitute combination

under tile Sherman Act Because trade associations are

by definition organizations of competitors they

automatically satisfy the combination requirements of

of the Sherman Act

Antitrust Trade Law Price Fixing Restraints of

Trade Horizontal Restraints Price Fixing

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

Tile opportunity to conspire is relevant

circumstantial evidence to support finding of

price-fixing conspiracy

Antitrnst Trade Ian Price Fixing Restraints of

Trade Horizontal Restraints Price Fixing

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

Tile United States District Court for tile District of

Columbia has granted discovery of documents relating to

foreign price-fixing where it was relevant evidence of the

creation and maintenance of an international conspiracy

that also harmed domestic consumers
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Antitrust Trade Law International .4pplication of

U.S. Law Foreign Commerce

Antitrust Trade law International Application of

US. Law Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

Civil Procedure Disco very Disclosures Mandatory

Disclosures

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

The United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Pennsylvania does not agree with the United

States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuits

assertion in Williamson Oil that evidence of illegal

anticompetitive action in foreign countries is

prerequisite for discovery of an alleged conspiracys

foreign activities. The Sherman Act encompasses
conduct

occurring outside the United States borders when that

conduct has an effect on American commerce even if the

activities are not illegal in the countries where they are

committed Foreign activities can give rise to Sherman

Act claim provided that the conduct both sufficiently

affects American commerce i.e. it has direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on

American domestic import or certain export

commerce and has an effect of kind that antitrust

law considers harmful i.e the effect must give rise to

Sherman Act claim. 15 U.S.C.S. 6a conspiracy to

monopolize or restrain the domestic or foreign commerce

of the United States is not outside the reach of the

Sherman Act Just because part of the conduct complained

of occurs in foreign countries.

4ntitrust Trade La International Application of

US. L.a Foreign onmerce

Antitrust Trade La lnternational Application of

U.S. Law Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

Antitrust Trade Law Sherman Act General

Overview

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

Evidence of foreign price-fixing activities is

relevant in determining the nature and scope of an alleged

international conspiracy. The character and effect of

conspiracy are not to be judged by dismembering it and

viewing its separate parts but only by looking at it as

whole. Where allegations of conspiracy to restrain trade

and intent to monopolize are at issue broad scope for

discovery is appropriate because the conspiracy may

involve actors outside of the plaintiffs geographic market

and the scheme of monopolization may involve an area

larger than the plaintiffs own limited sphere of

operations.

Civil Procedure Discovery Relevance

Civil Procedure Discovery Un due Rurd ens

Fed. R. Civ. P. 24_b12. allows for limiting

discovery where the burden of production outweighs the

likely benefit or where the discovery sought can be

obtained through some less burdensome process.
This

burden is identified by looking at many of the factors

listed in 26b2 including relevance the need for the

documents the breadth of the document request the time

period covered by such request and the particularity with

which the documents are described

Antitrust Trade Law International .4pplication of

US. Law Foreign Commerce

Antitrust Trade Law International Application of

US. Law Foreign Trade .4 ntitrust Iniprovensents Act

Antitrust Trade Law Sheruzan Act General

Oveniew

Civil Procedure Disco ery Relevance

33 Even in cases that assert antitrust claims based

only on harm to domestic consumers courts have granted

extensive discovery involving international or foreign

price-fixing activities where they are relevant to the

plaintiffs claims.

COUNSEL For CON SElL EUROPEEN DE

L.lNDUSTRIE DES PEThTUIUES DES ENCRES

DIMPRIMERIE ET DES COUL.EURS DART
Respondent GREGORY L. POE ROBBfNS RUSSELL

ENGLERT ORSECK UNTEREINER LLP

WASHrNGTON DC.

JUDGES R. Barclay Sunick Judge

OPINION BY R. Barclay Surrick

OPINION

MEMORANDUM ORDER

SURR.ICK J.

Presently before the Court is Defendants Motion for

Clarification of the Courts October 14 2003 Discovery

Order Doc No. 113. This Order compelled Defendants

to produce discovery for documents created between

1993 and 1996. Jd at 1-3. Because our discussion did

not specifically address the geographic scope of

Plaintiffs requests however we take this opportunity to

explain the scope of the Order and to deny Defendants
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proposed limitations on discovery nl

DISCUSSION

Defendants Motion for

Clarification was held in abeyance

pending final approval of the Plaintiffs

settlement with E.I DuPont de Nemours

and Company and DuPont Performance

Coatings Inc collectively uDuPontH

and BASF Aktiengesellschaft BASF

Coatings AG and BASF Corporation

collectively BASF

Plaintiffs Consolidated and Amended Class Action

Complaint alleges that from January 1993 to

December 31 2001 Defendants violated various federal

antitrust laws by conspiring to fix raise maintain or

stabilize prices for automotive refinishing paint in the

United States Am Compl P1 In order to prove
their

allegations Plaintiffs have requested documents related

to Defendants communications with their competitors as

well as documents produced or submitted to any federal

state or foreign governmental entity from 1990 to

present n2 Specifically Plaintiffs first set of document

requests ask for

All documents constituting reflecting

or referring to any meeting within or

outside of the United States at which your

company and any competitor were present

which concerned referred or related to

practices customers accounts

pricing quotes territories or markets and

competitive policies

To the extent you did not produce such

documents pursuant to Request No all

documents constituting reflecting or

referring to any communication within or

outside the United States whether oral or

written between your company and

any competitor conceming referring or

relating to practices customers

accounts pricing quotes territories or

markets and competitive policies

All documents referring or relating to

any actions taken by you or your

competitors to ensure or maintain the

confidentiality of any meetings

communications or agreements between

you and any competitor relating to

automotive refinishing paint including

without limitation prices pricing

discounts lost business customers

territories allocation of business terms

and conditions sate or discontinuation

of any class type or category of product

All documents which you submitted to

the United States Department of Justice

the Federal Trade Commission any

Congressional Committee or other

domestic or foreign governmental entity or

investigatory body relating to the

production pricing marketing sale or

distribution of automotive refinishing

paint.

10 All civil investigative demands

subpoenas and requests for documents you

have received from any federal state or

foreign governmental entity or

investigatory body referring or relating to

the production pricing marketing

sale or distribution automotive

refinishing paint and all correspondence

with said entities discussing reflecting or

referring to any limitations placed upon

the scope of your responses to such

demands subpoenas or requests

IS All documents reflecting referring or

pertaining to territories or markets for

sales or potential sales of automotive

refinishing paint sold in the United States

31 All documents including invoices and

bills of lading reflecting referring or

relating to sales or potential sales of

automotive refinishing paint or any

component thereof from any of your

competitors

32 All documents including invoices and

bills of lading reflecting referring or

relating to purchases or potential
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purchases of automotive refinishing paint

or any component thereof from any of

your competitors

Pis First Set Reqs for Produc of Does at 6-10 12 16

In addition two of Plaintiffs interrogatories seek similar

information

Identify any meeting within or outside

the United States between any officer

director employee or agent of your

company and any officer director

employee or agent of any competitor

during which there was any

discussion or communication which

reflected referred to or related to any

actual proposed or prospective prices

price announcements minimum prices

price lists price changes or suggested

prices of automotive refinishing paint

To the extent such information was not

provided in your response to interrogatory

No identify any communication within

or outside the United States whether

written or oral between any officers

director employee or agent of your

company and any officer director

employee or agent of any competitor

reflecting referring or relating to any

actual proposed or prospeclive prices

price announcements minimum prices

price lists price changes or suggested

prices of automotive refinishing paint

PIs First Set of Tnterrogs at 1li

n2 We do not discuss the relevant

time frame fOr production of documents as

our prior Order was clear on that point

Defendants do not object to producing documents

regarding the sale and distribution of automotive 61
refinish paint in the United States regardless of their

location Defs Mem. Law in Support of Mot for

Clarification at However Defendants seek

clarification of our Order regarding the geographic scope

of discovery given that far-flung global

requests cover multitude of transactions having nothing

to do with paint sold in the United States Id at

It is well-established that the scope
and

conduct of discovery are within the sound discretion of

the trial court Gaul Zap Mfr Co No 03-2439 2004

U.S Dist LEX1S l99tLat 23 E.Pa Feb 2004

quoting MarroguinManriguc liuiwpraun and

Natualizatiou San. 699 F.2d 129 134 t3d Cfr1j983

Federal Rule of Civil Prncedur12 authorizes party

who has received evasive or incomplete answers to

discovery authorized by Rule 26a to bring motion

to compel disclosure of the materials sought Northern

çjty Fir Dep No 98-6517 2000 U.S Dist

l..EX1S 4278 at lED Pa Apr 200ft discussing

Fed CJL...jujjLaLjl Once party opposes

discovery request the party seeking the discovery must

demonstrate the relevancy of the information U.S

Dist LEXIS 4278 at When this showing of

relevancy is made the burden then shifls back to the

party opposing discovery to show why the discovery

should not be permitted Id partys statement that the

discovery sought is overly broad burdensome

oppressive vague or irrelevant is not adequate to voice

successful objection Id quoting .Jo.fçpl1s Jlarrtc

677 F.2d 985 992 3d Cir 1982

Relevance

In our prior Order we noted that the

relevance of the information requested is the

touchstone of any discovery request EEOC Ujtho

Pa 850 F.2d 969 979 3d Cii l9j afJd 493

182 110 Ct 577 107 L.c4.jjjj99f rae also

Fed Civ 26hL11 Parties may obtain

discovery regarding any matter not privileged that is

relevant to the claim or defense of any party .. Id

For good cause the court may order discovery

of any matter relevant to the subject matter involved in

the action. In antitrust cases courts ofien take

liberal view of relevance and permit broad

discovery See Nan Park Enini LLC Elec

Factors Cancert.c Juc...2000 U.S Dist LEXIS 531 Na

98-775 2000 WL Jan 13 200ffl

Discovery in antitrust litigation is most broadly

permitted and the burden or cost of providing the

information sought is less weighty consideration than in

other cases quoting United States Intl Bus Macb.c

CQLm 66 F.R.D 186 l89iflN.Y ijjfl see also

re liIicracvstalline Cellulose And us Litig 221 F.R.D

428 4294Qffi2ja 2004 Callahan A.E Inc 947
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L_Etirp 175 179 W.D Pa 1996 Broad discovery is

permitted because direct evidence of an anticompetitive

conspiracy is often difficult to obtain and the existence

of conspiracy frequently can be established only

through circumstantial evidence such as business

documents and other records See JrterVest Inc

Bloombere Li 340 F.3d 144 159 3d Cir 2Qfl3J

Because direct evidence the proverbial smoking gun

is difficult to come by plaintifI have been permitted to

rely solely on circumstantial evidence and the reasonable

inferences that may be drawn therefrom to prove

conspiracy quoting Rays Standard Rgfirg Inc

156 F.3d 452 465 3d CllrJY98lJ As the Third Circuit

has noted proving conspiracy is usually difficult and

often impossible without resort to discovery procedures

This is particularly true in antitrust actions where the

proof is largely in the hands of the alleged conspirators

Man Ann PensewJnc tingle 847 F.2d 9t 95 3d

Or l988 quoting Poller Colnnliia Broad Inc

368 U.S 464 473 82 Ct 486 Ed 2d 458

1962 see also 1/u/ran 947 Sqpp at 179

Discovery in an antitrust case is necessarily broad

because allegations involve improper business conduct

Such conduct is generally covert and must be gleaned

from records conduct and business relationships

Here Plaintiffs assert that they are entitled to seek

discovery of Defendants alleged foreign price-fixing

activities because the global nature of the alleged

conspiracy renders it impossible to draw clear line

between defendants foreign and domestic pricing

activities PIs Mem Law Oppn to Defs Mot for

Clarification at Documents regarding

Defendants pricing activities outside the United States

Plaintiffs assert are relevant because they can help

establish the existence of conspiracy to set prices for the

global market of automotive refinishing paint and that in

this conspiracy Defendants foreign pricing activities

were taken with an eye toward influencing domestic

prices Id at 5-7 In support of this claim Plaintiffs

point to documents produced by Defendant

Sherwin-Williams to federal grand jury These

documents reveal that representatives or affiliates of all

five original Defendants in this action were members of

the European Council of the Paint Printing Ink and

Artists Colours lndustry commonly referred to as

CEPE Id at 5-7 Exs A-C These CEPE members

participated in the creation of subgroup called

Worldwide P-O shorthand for Worldwide

Product-Oriented Group The worldwide P-O.0 was

concerned with the global market for the automotive

refinishing business not only Europe but also the USA
Eastern Europe Far East etc Id at 6-7 Exs

Meeting notes from Worldwide P-O .0 reveal discussions

among the member companies including Defendants

Il about worldwide market volume of automotive

refinishing paint and the entrance of new competitors

Id Ex

It is widely understood that trade associations

can be used to facilitate the creation and maintenance of

price-fixing conspiracies especially when competitors

share pricing or sales data See eg
EnEs United Stares..435jL$ 679 68 1-82 98 Ct

1355 55 Ed 2d 637 1978 holding that an

engineering trade association violated the antitrust laws

because its members were prohibited from engaging in

pricebased competition United States Andreas 216

F.3d 645 657 7th Cir 2flQft finding that trade

association was formed to help cover up the actions of

worldwide citric-acid cartel See generally Christopher

Leslie lrrt.u Distrust and .4 nt/trust 82 Tex Rev

iii24 explaining how cartels use trade associations

to oversee price-fixing and other anticompetitive

agreements As leading antitrust treatise explains the

antitrust concern resulting from trade association

provision of price and output information is

facilitation of collusion or less formal coordination of

output or price 12 13 Phillip Areeda Herbert

Hovenlcamp Antitrust Law P2112 2d ed 2000

Evidence of cooperation betwCen Defendants in foreign

price-fixing through trade association or otherwise

would certainly be relevant to establish the existence of

an illegal combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade

which is required element of Sherman Act claim

See A1tord-Eojjijnc Selrunraclier Co 37 F.3d

996 1009 n.J LQsLCir 1994 stating that

trade association in and of itself is unit ofjoint action

sufficient to constitute section combination under the

Sherman Act see afro Stephanie Kanwit FTC

Enforcement Efforts Involving Trade and Professional

Associations 46 Antitrust L.J 640 640 19771 Because

trade associations are by definition organizations of

competitors they automatically satisfy the combination

requirements of of the Sherman Act.

Evidence of foreign price-fixing among Defendants

would also be material to prove that they had the

opportunity and ability to engage in domestic price-fixing

for automotive refinishing paint See Welt Cant Ill

Nat Bank Trust Co. 641 F.2d 457 462Th Cir
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19801113 concluding that opportunity to conspire is

relevant circumstantial evidence to support finding

of pricefixing conspiracy citing Interstate Circuit

United States 306 U.S 208 59 Ct 467 83 Ed 610

.1 937fi3 In ye Iitanzin.c Antitrust Liiig 2001 U.S Dist

LEXIS 8904 No 99-197 2001 WL 1049433 at 11 13

D.D.C June 20 2001 granting discovery of

documents relating to foreign price-fixing because it was

relevant evidence of the creation and maintenance of an

international conspiracy that also harmed domestic

consumers

Defendants cite the Eleventh Circuits decision in

I1illansnn Oil Co fur P/li/if Mon is USA 346 F.3d

12SL 11th Cir 20031 in support of their position In

iVil/iaunon Oil the court concluded that in the absence

of some palpable tie between evidence of illegal

anticompetitive activity in other countries and appellees

pricing actions in the United States the foreign

undertakings do not tend to exclude the possibility of

independent action in the setting of domestic cigarette

prices fd at 1317 Based on this reasoning Defendants

suggest that we should not permit broad geographic

discovery because Plaintifft 114 have not shown the

necessary nexus We disagree

First Plaintiffs have demonstrated the relevance of

international communications concerning other markets

As described above Plaintiffs point to evidence of

communications between Defendants regarding sales

volume and other market information through the aegis of

trade association which is relevant both as potential

evidence of coordination among the Defendants and as

opportunity and ability to implement an illegal

conspiracy Second Wil/iautcon Oil is distinguishable In

Williamson OiL the plaintiffs baldly contended that

defendants had engaged in illegal or anticompetitive

conduct in foreign markets but could point to no

evidence to support their allegations Id at 1316-17

Here however Plaintiffs cite ongoing lantitrust

investigations in Canada and the European Union

regarding Defendants activities in the global automotive

refinishing market Am Compl P49 as evidence of the

creation and maintenance of worldwide price-fixing

conspiracy PIs Mem Law Oppn to Defs Mat for

Clarification at

Finally 10 we do not agree with Williamson

QiL assertion that evidence of illegal 115

anticompetitive action in foreign countries is

prerequisite for discovery of an alleged conspiracys

fbreign activities The Sherman Act encompasses conduct

occurring outside our borders when that conduct has an

effect on American commerce even if the activities are

not illegal in the countries where they are committed

HoffmanLa Roche Ltd EmpaLran LA 542 U.S 155

24 Ct 2359 2365 159 Ed 2d 226 2004 stating

that foreign activities can give rise to Sherman Act

claim provided that the conduct both sufficiently

affects Anierican commerce it has direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on

American domestic import or certain export

commerce and has an effect of kind that antitrust

law considers harmful i.e the effect must give rise to

Act claim. quoting IS U.S.Q.jjja.12fi00

emphases omitted cwj.jl 9re Co Lhnan Carhide

Carhon corp. 370 U.690 704 82 Ct 1404

Ed 2d 777 1962 conspiracy to monopolize or

restrain the domestic or foreign commerce of the United

States is not outside the reach of the Sherman Act just

because part of the conduct complained of occurs in

foreign countries 16 In addition

evidence of foreign price-fixing activities is relevant in

determining the nature and scope of an alleged

international conspiracy As the Supreme Court has

noted the character and effect of conspiracy are not to

be judged by dismembering it and viewing its separate

parts but only by looking at it as whole Cant Ore

Co 370 U.S at 699 quoting United Stoics Patien

226 U.S 525 544 33 Ct 141 57 Ed 333 19133

see a/so Kr/lain Enenrv Inc Duncan 616 Supp

ki.Jl9 tD Del 1985 Where allegations of

conspiracy to restrain trade and intent to monopolize are

at issue as in the instant case broad scope for

discovery is appropriate because the conspiracy may

involve actors outside of the plaintiffs geographic market

and the scheme of monopolization may involve an area

larger than the plaintiffs own limited sphere of

operations. Consequently we conclude that Plaintiffs

discovery requests with respect to Defendants

manufacture sale andlor distribution of automotive

refinishing paint in foreign countries are relevant to their

domestic antitrust claims

Burden

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26h2
17 allows for limiting discovery where the burden of

production outweighs the likely benefit or where the

discovery sought can be obtained through some less
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burdensome process
This burden is identified by looking

at many of the factors listed in Rule 26b21 including

relevance the need for the documents the breadth of the

document request the time period covered by such

request the particularity with which the documents

are described Wvominz.j.. U.S Dept of Agile 208

F.R.D 449 452-53 D.D.C 20021

Defendants object to the production of documents

relating to their foreign activities arguing that Plaintifth

request would necessarily require lengthy and

expensive period of search imposing an extraordinary

burden on Defendants Def Mem Law in Support of

Mot for Clarification at Although we recognize

that Defendants have provided approximately 700000

documents that were previously produced to the fbderal

grand jury Defs Reply Mem in Support of Mot for

Clarification at the
scope

of Plaintiffs discovery

request here is consistent with other antitrust litigation

involving potential conspiracies of nationwide or global

18 reach Sea In re Fine Paper Am/ti i/st Li/ia

685 F.2d 810 818 3d Cir 1982 finding no abuse of

discretion where trial court permitted production of

nearly two million documents in complex nationwide

antitrust claim Tnt Bus Mac/is Crop United States

480 F.2dj93 295 2d Cir 19731 stating that defendant

produced approximately seventeen million documents in

discovery for government antitrust case and private

multidistrict litigation action In xc Lease 01/ Antitrust

LLLi.l86.F.R.D 403 429 S.D Tex 1999 noting that

defendants produced millions of pages of documents in

antitrust action over royalty payments by various oil

companies In re Brand Name Pm escriptian Drugs

Antitrust LfLiQ No 94-897 MDL 997 1996 U.S Dist

LEXIS 1908 at thUD Ill Feb 20 1996 stating that

tens of millions of documents had been produced in

action regarding alleged antitrust and price discrimination

violations in the brand name prescription drug industry

Even in cases like this one that assert claims

based only on harm to domestic consuniers courts have

granted extensive discovery involving 19 international

or foreign price-fixing activities where they are relevant

to the plaintiffs claims See In re Vitamins Antitrust

fffg 2001 U.S Dist LEXIS 8904 2001 WL 1049433

at 1113 n3 Laker inrav.c Ltd Pan Am War frI

Airwav.s 103 F.R.D 42 47 49-50 D.D.C 1984 In re

Uranium Antitrust L. 480 Sup.p 1138 115456

LN.D Ill 1919

n3 Defendants suggest that In ra

Vitamins is inapplicable because that case

dealt with an alleged global conspiracy to

control the market Despite the fact that

global conspiracy was alleged the court in

that case limited Plaintiffs claims to those

injuries with sufficient United States

nexus making that case quite analogous

to the instant matter /1 ru Vitamins

Antitrust Litig. 2001 U.S Dist LEXIS

8904 2001 WL 1049433 at

Moreover we are not convinced that extending the

scope of discovery to encompass foreign price-fixing

documents will significantly increase Defendants burden

Defendants have already agreed to produce all

documents and information regardless of their location

that relate to the United States any other geographic

region as whole that includes the United States and the

world as whole. Defs Mem Law in Support of Mot

for Clarification at 6-7 Under this proposal Defendants

will be required to search through all documents relating

to automotive refinishing paint no matter where they are

located and detennine whether they relate in some way

to the United States Broadening the scope of discovery

to include foreign activities will likely require Defendants

to search through the same sets of documents and will

not obligate them to conduct separate filtering process

to separate out only those documents that relate to the

United States Additionally number of Piaintifth

requests deal with documents previously produced to

federal state or foreign governmental entity or

investigatory body and reproduction of those documents

to Plaintiffs should not cause an unnecessary burden or

hardship on Defendants

Because we conclude that the relevance of the

materials requested which all pertain to exchanges of

information with competitor or an investigation by

foreign or domestic body significantly outweigh

the burden of production to Defendants we will deny

Defendants Motion for Clarification

An appropriate Order follows

ORDER

AND NOW this 29th day of October 2004 upon

consideration of Defendants Motion for Clarification of

the Courts October 14 2003 Discovery Order Docket
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No 113 all documents in support hereof and in including those dealing with foreign manufacturing sale

opposition thereto it is ORDERED as follows and/or distribution of automotive refinishing paint

Defendants motion is DENIED IT IS SO ORDERED

Defendants shall produce all responsive documents BY THE COURT

Ibund in the United States or globally in response to

Barclay Sumck JudgePlaintiffs Document Requests and Interrogatories
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LEXSEE

BRADBURN PARENT TEACHER STORE INC On Behalf of Itself and Others

Shnhlarly Situated 3M MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

CIVIL ACTION NO 02-7676

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF

PENNSYLVANIA

2005 U.S Dist LEXIS 5315 2005-1 Trade Cas CCII P74769

March 30 2005 Decided

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY Amended by On

reconsideration by firg4bnrn Parent Teacher Store

3M 2005 US Dist LEXIS tED Pa. June

PRIOR HISTORY Bradhurri Parent/Teacher Store Inc

3M 2004 U.S Dist LEXIS 25246 S.D Pa Dec 10

Le Pages Inc 3M 2000 U.S Dist Xj$..3Q7_ffi.D

Pa. Mar 14 2000

DISPOSITION Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary

Judgment was deied.

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE Plaintiff purchaser

brought class action suit against defendant supplier of

transparent tape alleging monopolization in violation of

15 US.C.S of the Sherman Act The purchaser

moved for partial summary judgment under Fed Civ

56c as to liability or alternatively to find that certain

facts were established pursuant to Rule 56d

OVERVIEW The purchaser claimed that the supplier

maintained monopoly power in the transparent tape

market through bundled rebate programs and exclusive

dealing arrangements The purchaser argued that

previous suit between the supplier and competitor had

established the suppliers liability The court found that

partial summary judgment could not be granted because

fbct issues remained as to whether the purchaser had

sustained antitrust injury However the prior litigation

established certain factual determinations through the

operation of collateral estoppel The relevant product

market was actually litigated in the prior case even

though the jurys finding was based in part on

stipulation The jury necessarily found that the supplier

had the power to exclude competition and control prices

however specified alleged predatory or exclusionary

practices were not essential to the prior judgment and

therefore were not established Use of offensive collateral

estoppel was not unfitir the purchaser could not have

easily intervened in the prior suit and the fact that the

prior suit was brought by competitor rather than buyer

did not present an undue danger of distorting the issues

OUTCOME The purchasers motion for partial

summary judgment was denied. The court found that

factual determinations were established concerning the

relevant market that the supplier possessed and willfully

maintained monopoly power and that the suppliers

predatory or exclusionary conduct harmed competition

CORE TERMS collateral estoppel exclusionary

predatory monopoly power antitrust application of

collateral estoppel relevant market tape time period

offensive summary judgment customers issue

preclusion competitor actually litigated transparent

rebate power to exclude partial power to control

estoppel anti-competitive joined invisible causation

harmed substantial controversy earlier action prior

judgment consumer

LexisNexisR Headnotes
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civil Procedure Pleading Practice Pleadings

General Overview

civil Procedure Sunmary Judgment Standards

legal Entitlement

Civil Procedure Sum mary Judgmcnt Standards

Materiality

Nil Summary judgment should be granted if the

pleadings depositions answers to interrogatories and

admissions on file together with affidavits if any show

that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and

that the moving party is entitled to judgment as matter

of law. Fed. Civ. P. 56c. An issue is genuine if the

evidence is such that reasonable juror could to return

verdict for the non-moving party. dispute is material

if the facts in question might affect the outcome of the

case under governing law. When considering motion

for summary judgment court must accept as true the

evidence presented by the non-moving party and draw all

justifiable inferences its favor.

civil Procedure Summary Judgment Burdens of

Production Proof General Oveniew

Civil Procedure Summary Judgment Supporting

Materials Affidavits

Evidence Procedural considerations Burdens of

Proof Allocation

The party seeking summary judgment bears the

initial burden of showing basis for its motion and

identifying those portions of the record that it believes

demonstrate the absence of genuine issue of material

fact. Where the non-moving party bears the burden of

proof on particular issue at trial the moving party can

meet its burden simply by showing--that is pointing

out to the district court--that there is an absence of

evidence to support the non-moving partys case. Once

the moving party has met its initial burden the adverse

partys response by affidavits or otherwise as provided in

this rule must set forth specific facts showing that there

is genuine issue for trial. Fed. R. Civ P. 56e.

Summary judgment should be granted if the non-moving

party fhiis to make flictual showing sufficient to

establish the existence of an element essential to that

partys case and on which that party will bear the burden

of proof at trial

Civil Procedure Summary Judgment Partial

Summary Judgments

See Fed. R. Civ. 56c

Antitrust Trade Law Monopolization Actual

Monopolization General Overview

Antitrust Trade Law Monopolization Attempts to

Monopolize General Overview

Antitrust Trade Law Monopolization Qnspirag

to Monopolize General Oieniew

See 15 U..S.C.S.

Antitrust Trade Law Monopolization Actual

Monopolization Monopoly Power

Antitrust Trade Law Private .Actions injuries

Remedies General Overview

Antitrust Trade law Sherman Act claims

violation of 15 U.S.C consists of two

elements possession of monopoly power and

maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth

or development as consequence
of superior product

business acumen or historic accident. The plaintiff must

also allege that it suffered antitrust injury as the result of

the defendants unlawful acts. Accordingly in order to

have claim for relief plaintiff must establish not only

antitrust law violation by the defendant but that lie has

been injured thereby Proof of antitrust law violation

alone is not enough. Proof of damage or injury to the

plaintiff resulting therefroni is of the essence of the claim.

Antitrust Trade Law Monopolization Actual

Monopolization General Overview

Antitrust Trade Laps Private Actions Injuries

Remedies General Oservies

Civil Procedure Summary Judgment Partial

Sununary Judgments

ftIN6 As proof of antitrust injury is necessary to

establish liability under 15 U.S.C S. of the Sherman

Act plaintiff is not entitled to partial summary

judgment on the issue of liability unless it has established

that there is no genuine issue as to the fact that it was

injured as result of the defendants antitrust violations..

Civil Procedure Summary Judgment Partial

Summary Judgments

civil Procedure Summary Judgment Standards

Genuine Disputes

If there is no liability without damage and

damages are in dispute summary judgment should not be

granted pursuant to Fed. R. Civ P. 56c.
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Ciii Procedure Suns mary Judgment Partial

Sum us ary Judgments

Clvi Procedure Summary Judgment Time

Limitations

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do riot

provide for partial summary judgment of portion of

single claim

Clvi Procedure Sunmary Judgment Partial

SummaryJudgments

HN9 See Fed Civ 56d

Civil Procedure Summary .Judgment tfotion for

Summary Judgment Genera Oveniew

Clvii Procedure Sum nary Judgment Partial

Summary Judgments

Governments Courts Authority to Adjudicate

Fed Civ 56d empowers the court to

withdraw some issues from the case and to specify those

facts that realty cannot be controverted. Indeed Rule

56d imposes duty on court that does not fully

adjudicate case on motion for summary judgment to

make an order formulating the issues for trial to the

extent practicable When issuing an order pursuant to

Rule 56d the rule permits the court to retain full power

to make one complete adjudication on all aspects of the

case when the proper time arrives

Clvi Procedure Federal State Interrelationships

Federal Comnion law Genera Overien

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppe Collateral Estoppe

ftINl Courts apply federal common law principles of

issue preclusion when determining the preclusive effect

of prior federal actionS Under the doctrine issue

preclusion once an issue is actually and necessarily

determined by court of competent jurisdiction that

determination is conclusive in subsequent suits based on

different cause of action involving party to the prior

litigation The doctrine of issue preclusion is derived

from the simple principle that later courts should honor

the first actual decision of matter that has been actually

litigated Collateral estoppel has the dual purpose of

protecting litigants from the burden of relitigating an

identical issue with the same party or his privy and of

promoting judicial economy by preventing needless

litigation

Clvii Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgnents Estoppe Collateral Estoppe

ftTNl2l It is wellsettled that litigant who was not

party to prior judgment may nevertheless use that

judgment offensively to prevent defendant from

rehtigating issues resolved in the earlier proceeding This

form of issue preclusion is also known as offensive

non-mutual collateral estoppel

civil Procedure Judicial Officers fudges

Discretion

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppe Collateral Estoppel

fl-INl3 party seeking estoppel must show that the

following four elements are satisfied the issue sought

to be precluded is the same as that involved in the prior

action that issue was actually litigated that issue

was determined by final and valid judgment and the

determination was essential to the prior judgment In

addition the application of offensive non-mutual

collateral estoppel is subject to an overriding fairness

determination by the trial judge The trial court has broad

discretion to determine when collateral estoppel should

be applied

Civil Procedure Judgusents Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

The first element that must be satisfied for the

application collateral estoppel is that the issue sought

to be precluded is the same as that involved in the

previous action Identity of the issues is established by

showing that the same general rules govern both cases

and that the facts of both cases are indistinguishable as

measured by those rules ro defeat finding of legal

identity for purposes of issue preclusion the difference in

the applicable legal standards must be substantial

finding of factual identity on the other hand is defeated

if the party seeking collateral estoppel would have to

introduce different evidence to prove the issue in the later

litigation than was required in the prior action

civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Co/lateral Estoppel

It is axiomatic that collateral estoppel cannot

apply to jurys factual determinations in prior case for

time period that was not at issue in that trial jurys

findings necessarily are based
upon

the evidence adduced

at trial from which they cannot be severed without
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mutilating their significance At the same time however

the issues litigated in the prior suit are not factually

different from the issues in later litigation merely because

the damages period in the later suit extends beyond the

period which the jury considered in prior suit

Antitrust Trade Law Market Definition General

Overview

16 In antitrust actions the relevant market is

comprised of both geographic and product market

Antitrust Trade Lan Market Definition General

Overview

Civil Procedure Discovery Methods Stipulations

Civil Procedure Judgni ents Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

Collateral estoppel applies only as to those

matters in issue or points controverted The inquiry must

always be as to the point or question actually litigated

Generally speaking when particular fiict is established

not by judicial resolution but by stipulation of the parties

that fact has not been actually litigated and thus is not

proper
candidate for issue preclusion This principle

extends to stipulations regarding the product market in

antitrust matters Collateral estoppel is not appropriate

where the product market has been stipulated to in the

previous case

Civil Procedure Discovery Methods Stipulations

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

ftINl8 Notwithstanding the general rule that collateral

estoppel should not be applied to stipulated facts courts

have held that factual determinations made by judge or

jury in case that is actually litigated are not deprived of

collateral estoppel effect merely because the

determinations rest in part on admissions or stipulations

Civil Procedure Discovery Methods Stipulations

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

Criuinal Law Procedure Trials Erauzination of

Witnesses General Overview

Courts have applied collateral estoppel to issues

determined in previous proceedings where the fact

finders determination of those issues was partially based

upon fiacts stipulated by the parties

Civil Procedure Discovery Methods Stipulations

Civil Procedure Discovery Misconduct

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

The decisive reasons for giving stipulations

collateral estoppel effect are that lawyers recognition

that the evidence is so stacked against him on some point

that failure to admit it will open him to sanctions under

Fed Civ 37c is as good an indication of where the

truth probably lies as determination by judge or jury

Thus the application of collateral estoppel to factual

determinations based in part on stipulations is appropriate

where the decision to agree to certain facts was decision

made by the defendant as part of its litigation strategy in

the prior litigation Moreover where one patty introduces

evidence on dispositive issue of fact and an adverse

party with opportunity and motive to contest the

presentation chooses not to the ensuing finding is

entitled to the same respect as one litigated to the hilt

Civil Procedure Judgnents Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

The third element that must be satisfied for the

application of collateral estoppel is that the issue sought

to be precluded was determined by final and valid

judgment in the previous action Finality in this context

means little more than that the litigation of particular

issue has reached such stage that court sees no really

good reason for permitting it to be litigated again

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

The fourth element that must be satisfied for the

application of collateral estoppel is that the issue sought

to be precluded was essential to the judgment in the

previous action Under the generally accepted meaning of

the term fact may be deemed essential to judgment

where without that fact the judgment would lack factual

support sufficient to sustain it Courts inquire into

whether the issue was critical to the judgment or merely

dicta when determining whether the issue sought to be

precluded was essential to the priorjudgment

Antitrust Trade Law Monopolization Actual

Monopolization General Overview

It is apparent that the ability to exclude

competition necessarily results in the ability to control

prices Once monopolist achieves its goal by excluding
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potential competitors it can then increase the price of its

product to the point at which it will maximize its profit

Indeed the more competition company faces the less it

can control prices because competitors wilt undercut its

prices to secure market share Conversely company

that can exclude competition can sustain its ability to

control prices The power to control prices by contrast

does not necessarily include the power to exclude

competition it is conceivable that if company has

obtained control over prices it still may not have the

power to exclude other competitors from the market

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

To determine whether collateral estoppel can be

applied offensively in an action the court must engage in

an overriding fairness inquiry District courts have broad

discretion to determine when plaintiff who has met the

requisites for the application of collateral estoppel may

employ that doctrine offensively However the

application of collateral estoppel is subject to number of

equitable exceptions designed to assure that the doctrine

is applied in manner that will serve the twin goals of

fairness and efficient use of private and public litigation

resources

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

Collateral estoppel has been denied in

circumstances where preclusion would not serve judicial

economy Moreover finding of fairness to the

defendant is necessary premise to the application of

offensive collateral estoppel Accordingly the United

States Supreme Court has counseled against the

application of offensive non-mutual collateral estoppel in

instances where the plaintiff could easily have joined

in the earlier action the defendant had little incentive

to defend vigorously in the earlier action the second

action affords the defendant procedural opportunities

unavailable in the first action that could readily cause

different result or where for other reasons the

application of offensive estoppel would be unfair to

defendant

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgnzcnts E.stoppel Collateral Estoppel

jHN26 It is undisputed that whatever values may be

gained by nonmutual preclusion are substantially

diminished when the need to try related issues requires

consideration of much the same evidence as bears on the

issue tendered for preclusion

.4ntitrust Trade Lan Monopolization Actual

Monopolization General Overview

I-IN27 Once monopolist achieves its goal by excluding

potential competitors it can then increase the price of its

product to the point at which it will maximize its profit

This price is invariably higher than the price determined

in competitive market

Antitrust Trade Law Private Actions Injuries

Remedies General Overview

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgnents Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

Once jury has found that unlawful activity

caused antitrust injury the damages may be determined

without strict proof of what act caused the injury as long

as the damages are not based on speculation or

guesswork

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgnents Estoppel Collateral Estoppcl

As general rule in cases where plaintiff could

easily have joined in the earlier action trial judge should

not allow the use of oflŁnsive collateral estoppel

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion ffeet of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

Courts have denied the use of offensive collateral

estoppel where plaintiff who could have joined the

earlier action fails to present valid reason for not joining

it

Citil Procedure Parties Inteneution General

Overview

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

defendant must establish that plaintiffs sole

motivation in not joining an earlier action was the hope to

obtain the benefit of issue preclusion before courts should

deny use of collateral estoppel

Civil Procedure Parties Intenention Right to

Intervene
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HN32 Fed It Civ 24a2 provides that

intervention as of right shall be granted upon timely

application when the applicant claims an interest relating

to the property or transaction which is subject of the

action and the applicant is so situated that the disposition

of the action may as practical matter impair or impede

the applicants ability to protect that interest unless the

applicants interest is adequately represented by existing

parties Fed Civ 24a2 Representation is

generally considered adequate if no collusion is shown

between the representative and an opposing party if the

representative does not represent an interest adverse to

the proposed intervenor and if the representative has been

diligent in prosecuting the litigation

Civil Procedure Parties Jntenentiou Penuissive

interventions

Civil Procedure Pasties Intervention Timeliness

Fed Civ 24b2 provides that permissive

intervention shall be granted upon timely application

where an applicants claim or defense and the main action

have question of law or fact in common In exercising

its discretion the court shall consider whether the

intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the

adjudication of the rights of the original parties Fed

Civ 24b2 Generally courts disfavor permissive

intervention by class plaintiffs in actions brought by

individual plaintiffs because such intervention tends to

unduly delay and prejudice the adjudication of the rights

of the original parties

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Estoppel Collateral Estoppel

Courts have denied the use of offensive estoppel

where the risk of prejudice and confusion significantly

outweighs any benefit that might be derived from

applying collateral estoppel Moreover courts have

recognized that the values gained by the use of issue

preclusion are diminished where closely related issues

must be tried and the application of collateral estoppel

would substantially distort decision of the issues that

remain open

Antitrust Trade Ian Private .4ctionc General

Overviev

Civil Procedure Judgments Preclusion Effect of

Judgments Ectoppel Collateral Estoppel

HN35I Courts have applied collateral estoppel to

determinations of antitrust violations made in antitrust

lawsuits between competitors to later antitrust actions

brought by buyers

COUNSEL For BRADBURN

PARENT/TEACHER STORE INC ON BEHALF OF

ITSELF AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED

Plaintiffi CHARLES JONES JONES OSTEEN

JONES ARNOLD HINESVILLE GA GREGORY

BARUCH BERRY LEFTWICH WASHINGTON

DC DANIEL LEFT WICH BERRY L.EFTWICH

WASHINGTON DC ROBERT STEPHEN BERRY
BERRY L.EFTWICH WASHINGTON DC

For PUBL.IX SUPER MARKETS INC Plaintifft

ANTHONY J. BOLOGNESE BOL.OGNESE

ASSOCIATES L.LC PHILADELPHIA PA PAUL

SLATER CHICAGO IL

For 3M MINNESOTA MINING AND

MANUFACTURING COMPANY Defendant BRENT

N. RUSHFORTH HEL.L.ER EHRMAN WHITE

MCAULIFFE LL.P WASHINGTON DC DAVID

ENGSTROM HARKINS CUNNINGHAM

PHILADELPHIA PA ELEANOR ILLO WAY
HARKINS CUNNINGHAM LLP PHILADELPHIA

PA JOHN Cf HARKINS JR HARKINS

CUNNINGHAM PHILADELPHIA PA KIT

PIERSON HEL.L.ER EHRMAN WHITE AND

MCAULiFFE L.LP WASHINGTON DC MARTINA

STEWART HELLER EHRMAN WHITE

MCAULIFFE LL.P WASHINGTON DC PAUL

AL.EXANDER HELLER EHRMAN WHITE

MCAULIFFE MENLO PARK CA

For HENKEL CORPORATION Movant ELIZABETH

CAMPBELL PEPPER HAMILTON L.LP PHILA

PA MURRAY LEVIN PEPPER HAMILTON L.P

PHILADELPHiA PA

For MEIJER DISTRIBUTION INC MELTER INC

21 Movants BRENT LANDAU COHEN
MILSTEIN HAUSFELD TOLL PL.L.C

WASHINGTON DC DANIEL SMALL COHEN
MIL STEIN HAUSFEL.D AND TOLL WASHINGTON
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RICHARDS PHILADELPHIA PA

For HENKEL CONSUMER ADHESIVES INC

Movant MURRAY L.EVIN PEPPER HAMILTON
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L.P PFIILADELPFIIA PA

JUDGES John Ii Padova

OPINION BY John Padova

OPINION MEMORANDUM

Padova

Plaintiff Bradburn Parent Teacher Store Inc

Bradburn has brought this antitrust class action

against Defendant 3M for damages arising out of 3Ms

anti-competitive conduct during the time period from

October 1998 through the present Presently before the

Court is Bradburns Motion for Partial Summary

Judgment pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

E6LcJ For the reasons that follow said Motion is denied

Pursuant to Rule 56fd howeverthe Court finds that

certain materia Ifacts appear
without substantial

controversy and shall be deemed established upon the

trial of this action

BACKGROUND

The conduct of 3M which forms the basis of this

class action lawsuit was the subject of prior lawsuit in

this Court L.e Pages Inc. 3M Civ A. No

97-3983 ED Pa in that suit LePages Inc

competing supplier of transparent tape sued 3M alleging

inter aha unlawful maintenance of monopoly power in

violation of Section of the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C

After nine-week trial the jury found in favor of

L.ePages on its unlawful maintenance of monopoly

power claim The jury awarded damages in the amount of

22828899.00 which were subsequently trebled to

68486697.00 See gjaes Inc 3MJ000 U.S Dist

LEXIS 3087 Civ No 97-3983 2000 WL 280350

LD Pa Mar 14 20001 3M filed Motion for

Judgment as Matter of Law which this Court denied on

March 14 2000 See idr 2000 U.S Dist LEXIS 3087

thereafter appealed this Courts denial of its Motion

for Judgment as Matter of Law to the United States

Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit Third Circuit

Third Circuit panel initially reversed this Courts Order

upholding the jurys verdict and directed the Court to

enter judgment for 3M on LePages unlawful

maintenance of monopoly power claim LePags Inc

3M 277 F.3d 365 13d Cjt_2002 LePaceisjt Upon

rehearing en banc the Third Circuit vacated the

panel decision and reinstated the original jury verdict

against 3M knges Inc 3M.34 F.3d 141 t3d Cir

2003flLePags II cert denied 159 Ed 2d 835 124

Ct 2932 2004

The Complaint in the instant litigation alleges one

count of monopolization in violation of Section of the

Siimian Act The Complaint asserts that 3M unlawfully

maintained monopoly power in the transparent tape

market through its bundled rebate programs nI and

through exclusive dealing arrangements with various

retailers The Complaint asserts that as result of 3Ms

conduct Bradbum and other class members n2 have

suffered antitrust injury Compl 27 The damages

period in this case runs from October 1998 to the

present Id Bradburn now moves for partial

summary judgment as to liability on Count One of the

Complaint

nI As described at length in the

LePages litigation 3Ms bundled rebate

programs provided purchasers with

significant discounts on 3Ms products

Flowever the availability and size of the

rebates were dependant upon purchasers

buying products from 3M from multiple

product lines See LePaues It 324 F.3d at

154-55

n2 On August 18 2004 the Court

certified as class all persons who

directly purchased invisible or transparent

tape from 3M between October 1998

and the present who have not purchased

for resale under the class members own

label any private label invisible or

transparent tape from 3M or any of 3Ms

competitors at any time from October

1988 to the present August 18 2004

Memorandum and Order

II LEGAL STANDARD

Summary judgment should be granted if the

pleadings depositions answers to interrogatories and

admissions on file together with affidavits if any show
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that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and

that the moving party is entitled to judgment as matter

of law Fed Civ 56c An issue is genuine if the

evidence is such that reasonable juror could to return

verdict for the non-moving party Anderson Liberty

Lobby tnc. 477 U.S 242 248 91 Ed 2d 202 106

Ct 2505 1986 dispute is material if the facts in

question might affect the outcome of the case under

governing law Id When considering motion for

summary judgment the Court must accept as true the

evidence presented by the non-moving party and draw all

justifiable inferences its favor Id at 255

The patty seeking summary judgment bears

the initial burden of showing basis for its motion and

identifying those portions of the record that it believes

demonstrate the absence of genuine issue of material

fact Celotex Corp Cairett 477 U.S 317 322 91

Ed 2d 265 106 Ct 2548 1986 Where the

non-moving party bears the burden of proof on

particular issue at trial the moving party can meet its

burden simply by showing that is pointing out to the

district court -that there is an absence of evidence to

support the non-moving partys case Id at 325 Once

the moving party has met its initial burden the adverse

partys response by affidavits or otherwise as provided in

this rule must set forth specific facts showing that there

is genuine issue for trial Fed Civ 56fe

Summary judgment should be granted if the non-moving

party fails to make factual showing sufficient to

establish the existence of an element essential to

that partys case and on which that party will bear the

burden of proof at trial tex 477 U.S atJ2

from .June II 1993 to at least October 13

1999 the relevant period

3M willfully maintained such

monopoly power by predatory or

exclusionary conduct during the relevant

period

3Ms predatory or exclusionary

conduct during the relevant period

included

3Ms rebate programs such as

Executive Growth Fund Partnership

Growth Fund Brand Mix Program

3Ms Market Development Fund

and other payments to customers

conditioned on customers achieving

certain sales goals or growth targets

3Ms efforts to control or reduce

or eliminate private label tape

3Ms efforts to switch customers to

3Ms more expensive branded tape and

3Ms efforts to raise the price

consumers pay for Scotch tape

3Ms predatory or exclusionary

conduct harmed competition

during the relevant period n3

HI DISCUSSION

Bradbum argues that every element of liability on

Count One of the Complaint has already been fully and

fairly litigated and lost by 3M in LePages so that

collateral estoppel now applies to the following five

fhctual determinations

The relevant market in this matter

is the market for invisible and transparent

tape for home and office use in the United

States

3M possessed monopoly power in

the relevant market including the power

to control prices and exclude competition

in the relevant market during the period

n3 In its Motion for Partial Summary

Judgment Bradburn moved the Court for

collateral estoppel as to 41 proposed

findings See Doe No 80 Flowever

the Court understands that Bradburn has

consolidated these 41 findings into five

factual determinations in its Reply in

Support of Motion for Partial Summary

Judgment See P1s Prop Order attached

to Doe No 96 see also Tr 11/05/2003 at

80 Accordingly the Court confines its

analysis to the five issues enumerated

above
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Propriety of Summary Judgment Procedure

Based on these five factual determinations Plaintiff

moves for partial summary judgment pursuant to Ruk

as to liability on Count One of the Complaint

Rule 56c provides that summary judgment

interlocutory in character may be rendered on the issue

of
liability

alone although there is genuine issue as to

the amount of damages Fed It Civ 561c1 Plaintiff

argues that 3Ms liability during the relevant period has

been established because the jury in LePages determined

that 3M violated the antitrust laws by engaging in

anti-competitive conduct In response 3M argues that

partial summary judgment is not appropriate as to

liability under Rule 56c 3M notes that to establish

liability under Section of the Sherman Act plaintiff

must prove not only that the defendant engaged in

anti-competitive conduct but also that the plaintiff

suffered antitrust injury as result of the defendants

unlawthl acts Accordingly 3M contends that because

liability and damages in antitrust matters cannot be

disaggregated in the manner contemplated by Rule 56Lg1

partial summary judgment on the issue of the existence of

anti-competitive conduct alone would he improper

Section of the Sherman Act provides that

every person who shall monopolize or attempt 101 to

monopohze or combine or conspire with any other

person to monopolize any part of the trade is guilty

of an offense and subject to penalties IÆ_U.SEL_2

violation of Section consists of two elements

possession of monopoly power and

maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth

or development as consequence of superior product

business acumen or historic accident Dents

Intern. Inc. 399 F.3d 181 186 fjd Cir 211flf quoting

Eastman Kodak Co Image Te hnical Servs. Inc. 504

U.S 451 480 119 Ed 2d 265 112 Ct 2072

fJ_9.22fl The plaintiff must also allege that it suffered

antitrust injury as the result of the defendants unlawful

acts.kgPaes 3M 1997 U.S Dist LEXIS 13501 Civ

No 97-3989 1997 WL734005 at 7TED Pa Nov

14 1997 Accordingly

in order to have claim for relief

plaintiff must establish not only antitrust

law violation by defendant but that he has

been injured thereby Proof of antitrust

law violation alone is not enough Proof of

damage or injury to the plaintiff resulting

therefrom is of the essence of the claim

Carswell Trucks Inc Intl Harvester Co. 334 Supp

1238 l239iS.D.N.Y 1971 citing glenechJn

Union Stock Yards of Ohmaha349 F.2d 53 t8th Cir

j5j \Vinckler Smith Citrus Products Co Sunkist

çirowers lnc.j46 F.2d 1012 9th Cir 1965 liaveihill

Gazette Co Union Leader Corp 333 F.2d 79Ulii

cjLj96fl Ilerman Schwabe Inc United Shoe Mach

çgj 297 F.2d 906 909 n.4J2d Cir 1962

As proof of antitrust injury is necessary to

establish liability under Section of the Sherman Act

Bradburn is not entitled to partial summary judgment on

the issue of liability unless it has established that there is

no genuine issue as to the fact that it was injured as

result of 3Ms antitrust violations See Oberweis Q.ajy

Inc Associated Milk Producers Inc. 553 Sup.p

962 965-66 ftLD III 1982 denying plaintiffs motion

for partial summary judgment as to antitrust liability

where findings in prior action did not establish that

defendants antitrust violations proximately caused injury

to plaintiff Carswell 334 Supp at 1239-40 denying

plaintiffs motion for partial summary judgment as to

antitrust liability where there was 12 sharp dispute

between the parties as to whether plaintiff was injured

by defendants antitrust actions see generally 18 Charles

Wright et al Federal Practice and Procedure 2736

at 306 2d ed 2002 hereinafter Wright and Miller

noting that if there is no liability without

damage and damages are in dispute summary judgment

should not be granted pursuant to ig56gfl Here the

parties do not dispute that genuine issues remain as to

whether Bradburn has sustained injury resulting from

3Ms anti-competitive conduct Accordingly Bradhurns

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is denied pursuant

to Rule 56c n4

n4 The Court further notes that

Bradburn seeks partial summary judgment

as to liability only fbr the time period from

June 11 1993 through October 13 1999

rather than for the entire period of time at

issue in this litigation However

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do

not provide for partial summary .judgment

of portion of single claim çonnelly

Wolf Bloclç..Schorr and Solis-Cohen 463

Supp 914 919 ED Pa 1978 citing

Page
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Coffman Fed Labs. Inc. 171 F.2d 94

Bradburn alternatively argues that the Court should

invoke Rule 56d and find that the five proposed factual

determinations set forth above are established without

substantial controversy in this action Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 56d provides that

1FTh191 If on motion under 56

judgment is not rendered upon the whole

case or for all the relief asked and trial is

necessary the court shall if practicable

ascertain what material fhcts exist without

substantial controversy It shall

thereupon make an order specifying the

facts that appear without substantial

controversy Upon the trial of the

action the facts so specified shall be

deemed established and the trial shall be

conducted accordingly

Fed Civ 56.fd jgj6 empowers the

court to withdraw some issues from the case and to

specify those facts that really cannot be controverted

Cohen Ed of Trs of Univ of Med and Dentistry of

N.J. 867 F.2d 1455 l433d Cir 1989 citations

omitted Indeed Ettk.56iiJ imposes duty on court

that does not fully adjudicate case on motion

for summary judgment to make an order formulating the

issues for trial to the extent practicable Connelh 463

Supp at 919-20 citing Associated Hardware Supply

Co Big Wheel Distrib Co. 355 F.2d 114 3d Cit

12I When issuing an order pursuant to Rule 56td

permits the court to retain full power to make one

complete adjudication on all aspects of the case when the

proper time arrives Colasanto Life Ins Co of

America 100 F.3d 203 210 1st Cii 1996 quoting

Wright and Miller supra 2737 at 318 see also jjgçi.

flgposit Ins Corp Massingill 24 F.3d 768 774.15th

Cir 1994. Accordingly Court will next determine

whether any of the above referenced factual

determinations from L.ePages may be deemed established

in this case pursuant to Rule 56tfl See Cnnnelly 463

Supp at 919-20

Collateral Estoppel

Courts apply federal common law principles

of issue preclusion when determining the preclusive

effect of prior federal action Burline.ton R.R

Ftvundai Merchant Marine Co. 63 F.3d l227d111 3d

Or 1995 15 nS Under the doctrine of issue

preclusion once an issue is actually and necessarily

determined by court of competent jurisdiction that

determination is conclusive in subsequent suits based on

different cause of action involving party to the prior

litigation Mnntana United States 440 U.S 147 153

59 Ed 2d 210 99 Ct 9701j.9jQj The doctrine of

issue preclusion is derived from the simple principle that

later courts should honor the first actual decision of

matter that has been actually litigated Burlington 63

F.3d at 1231 citation omitted Collateral estoppel has

the dual purpose of protecting litigants from the burden

of relitigating an identical issue with the same party or his

privy and of promoting judicial economy by preventing

needless litigation Parkiane Hosierv...Co Shore 439

US.322.326 SSL.Ed 2d552.995.Ct 645l97_2

16

nS Throughout this opinion the Court

will use the phrase issue preclusion and

collateral estoppel interchangeably See

Witknwski Welch 173 F.3d 192 198

3d Cir 1999 noting that the doctrine of

collateral estoppel is now commonly

referred to as issue preclusion

Here Bradburn which was not party to the

L.ePages litigation seeks to use issue preclusion

offensively against 3M which was party to LePages

12 It is wellsettled that litigant who was not

party to prior judgment may nevertheless use that

judgment offensively to prevent defendant from

relitigating issues resolved in the earlier proceeding

Parklane 439 U.S at 326 This form issue preclusion

is also known as offensive non-mutual collateral estoppel

n6 Burlington 63 F.3cLj3JJflZ

n6 For the sake of simplicity the

Court will refer to the doctrine of

offensive nonmutual collateral estoppel as

collateral estoppel and offensive

collateral estoppel when addressing the

legal rule which governs the preclusive

effect of prior judgment in this case See

Page 10
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jpytech Corp. v. White. 54 F.3d 187. 190

n.5 3d Cir. 1995

The party seeking estoppel must show that

the following four elements are satisfied the issue

sought to be precluded the same as that

involved in the prior action that issue actually

litigated that issue determined by final and

valid judgment and the determination essential

to the prior judgment Natl R.R. Passenger Corp. v. Pa.

Pub. tJtil. Commn. 342 F.3d 242 252 3d Cir 2003.

quoting Nat R.R Passeqger Corp. v. Pa. Pub. Utjj.

Commn. 288 R3d 519. 525 3d Cir. 2002J. In addition

the application of offensive non-mutual collateral

estoppel is subject to an overriding fairness

determination by the trial judge Burlington. 63 F.3d at

1232. The tijal court has broad discretion to determine

when estoppel should be applied Parklane

99 S. Ci at 651.

As mentioned above Bradburn seeks collateral

estoppe as to the following five issues the definition

of relevant market in this matter 3Ms monopoly

power in the relevant market from June 11 1993 to

October 13 1999 3Ms willful maintenance of such

monopoly power the nature of 3Ms predatory or

exclusionary conduct during the relevant period and

the harmftil effect of 3Ms conduct on competition 18

during the relevant period. The Court will first determine

whether these issues satisfy the four elements for

collateral estoppel and then resolve whether fairness

considerations counsel against the application of

collateral estoppel in this case

Identity of the issues

The first element that must be satisfied for

the application of collateral estoppel is that the issue

sought to be precluded is the same as that involved in the

previous action Burlineton. 63 F.3d at 123 1-32. Identity

of the issues is established by showing that the same

general rules govern both cases and that the facts of both

cases are indistinguishable as measured by those rules.

Su.ppan v. Dadonna. 203 F.3d 228. 233 3d Cir. 2000

quoting Wright and Miller supra 4425 at 656-57 To

defeat finding of legal identity for purposes of issue

preclusion the difference in the applicable legal

standards must be substantial Raytech. 54 F.3d at 191

quoting lB James W. Moore et al Moores Federal

Practice 443 at 572. finding of factual identity

on the other hand is defeated if the party seeking

collateral estoppel would have to introduce

different evidence to prove the issue in this litigation than

was required in the pror action See ynne Carol

Fashions. Inc. v. Cranston Print Works Co.. 453 F.2d

jiUJl83JAdCir. 19721

Bradburn which initially sought to collaterally estop

3M from relitigating the five issues mentioned above for

the entire span of time relevant to the instant litigation

has revised its Motion to cover only the time period from

June 11 1993 the date on which the conduct at issue in

L.ePages began to October 13 1999 the date on which

the jury in L.ePages rendered its verdict. See P1s Reply

at 4-7 see also Tr 11/05/03 at 81 n7 3M argues that the

issues for which Bradburn seeks collateral estoppel for

the period from June 11 1993 through October 13 1999

are not factually identical to the issues determined by the

jury in L.ePages because the evidence presented in

LePages focused on the time span from 1993 through

1998. Def Resp. at n. 4. 3M however admits that

there was small handful of exhibits in L.ePages

providing factual information relating to 1999. Id. In

addition neither the jury charge and the jury

verdict form in the LePages trial limited the jurys

deliberations to time period ending in 1998. See

t.ePageslrial Tr. Vol. 34 pp 109-180 LePages Jury

Verdict Form Questions l-6 Thus while the focus of

the LePages trial may have been 3Ms conduct between

June 11 1993 and 1998 the jury in fact considered 3Ms

conduct from June II 1993 through October 13 1999

the date on which it rendered its verdict. Thus for the

period from June 11 1993 through October 13 1999 the

issues for which Bradbuni seeks collateral estoppel in this

case are the same as those before the jury in L.ePages.

Accordingly the Court finds that all five issues I3radburn

seeks to preclude satisfy the first element for the

application of collateral estoppel for the time period from

June 11 1993 through October 13 1999.

n7 Indeed 15 it is axiomatic

that collateral estoppel cannot apply to the

jurys factual determinations in LePages

for time period that was not at issue in

that trial The jurys findings in LePages

necessarily were based upon the evidence

adduced at trial from which they cannot

be severed without mutilating their

significance. Intl Shoe Mach. Corp. v.

Page 11
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United Shoe Machinery Coiy. 315 F.2d

4.49 456 j.g.Cir 19631 At the same time

however the issues litigated in LePages

are not factually different from the issues

in the instant litigation merely because the

damages period here extends beyond the

period which the jury considered in

LePages See e.g Obeneis 553

SupJ7 at 966 collateral estoppel in

antitrust action proper for time period at

issue in prior proceeding even though later

litigation alleged longer period of

damages

Actual litigation

The second element that must be satisfied for the

application of collateral estoppel is that the issue sought

to be precluded was actually litigated in the previous

action l3urlingtnn 63 F.3d at 1231-32 With the

exception of the relevant market definition 3M does not

dispute that the issues for which Bradburn seeks

collateral estoppel were actually litigated in L.ePages 3M

argues that the definition of relevant market in this matter

was not actually litigated in L.ePages because the parties

in LePages had stipulated to the relevant product market

n8

n8 In antitrust actions the

relevant market is comprised of both

geographic and product market

Made lncyLifeway Foods Inc. 2002

U.S fist LEXIS 15098 No Civ

01-4254 2002 WL 31246922 at tED

Pa Aur 20021 citing Iniiis Bros Co

Ford Motor Cofl. 952 F.2d 715 722-26

3d Cir 1992

11 Collateral estoppel applies only as to those

matters in issue or points controverted The

inquiry must always be as to the point or question

actually litigated ggj ps Hps Shalala 522 U.S

448 46 139 Ed 2d 895 118 Ct 909 1998

quoting Cromwell County of Sac 94 U. 351 353

24 Ed 195 1877 emphasis omitted Generally

speaking when particular fact is established not by

judicial resolution but by stipulation of the parties that

fact has not been actually litigated and thus is not

proper candidate for issue preclusion Otherson De.pl

of.Iustice 228 U.S App D.C 481.711 F.2d 267 274-75

P.C Cir 1983 see also 3.5 Botefuhr 309 F.3d

1263 1282 10th Cir 2002 Kane Town ofHarpgye1l

254 F.3d 325 329 l.si Cii 2001 This principle extends

to stipulations regarding the product market in antitrust

matters See lack Faucett Assocs Inc ATT Co. 744

F.2d 118 132 D.C Cir 1.9z4 collateral estoppel not

appropriate where product market had been stipulated to

in previous case yen Dynamics Cn ATT Co.

650 Sqpp l27 1283 IND Ill 1986 same
Glictrnnix Corp AtT Cq..603 Supp 552 583

D.N..1 1984 same

The general rule that collateral estoppel should not

be applied to stipulations is based on the recognition that

the interests of maintaining consistency and conserving

private as well as judicial resources are less compelling

when the issue on which preclusion is sought has not

actually been litigated before See Restatement Second1

of Judements 27 Cmt In addition granting

preclusive effect to issues not actually litigated might

discourage compromise decrease the likelihood that the

issues in an action would be narrowed by stipulation and

therefore intensify litigation Id

18 Notwithstanding the general rule that

collateral estoppel should not be applied to stipulated

facts courts have held that factual determinations made

by judge or jury in case that is actually litigated are not

deprived of collateral estoppel effect merely because the

determinations rest in part on admissions or stipulations

Kairys l.N. 981 F.2d 937 941 7th Cii l99
Indeed

contrary rule might discourage the use

of admissions and stipulations lest that

use deprive the winning party of

judgment that he could use in

subsequent proceeding to foreclose

relitigation of the facts that had been

determined in his favor or conversely

might encourage admissions or

stipulations by making them less costly in

future consequences for the concessionary

party

Id Accordingly 19 courts have applied collateral

Page 12
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estoppel to issues determined in previous proceedings

where the fact finders determination of those issues was

partially based upon fiicts stipulated by the parties See

Otherson 71 F.2d at 274 collateral estoppel applies to

determination of defendants guilt in prior action where

finding was based on stipulation regarding what

witnesses would testify to at trial Fairrnont Aluminum

Co Commrof Internal Revenue 222 F.2d 622 625

t411i Cir 955 collateral estoppel applies to judgment in

taxpayers previous suit even though judgment was based

in part on stipulation of fact between the parties

Williamson Columbia Gas FJcctric Corp. 186 F.2d

464 466417 Gd Cir I.51il collateral estoppe proper in

antitrust action even though prior case was tried upon

stipulation of fact Iillman Nat CitLBank of N.Y.

118 F.2d 631 635 12d Cii 1941 holding that

there is no merit in defendants contention that the prior

judgment cannot be used as an estoppel because certain

facts on which it rested were stipulated QAEa.L...M

Eastman Kodak Co. 519 $gpp 1203U2l3 tS.D.N.V

J.2111J collateral estoppel applies to market definition and

market power issues in antitmst action where

determination of these issues in prior proceeding was

partially based on stipulated facts

The United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh

Circuit has explained that

the decisive reasons for giving

collateral estoppel effect is

that lawyers recognition that the

evideoce is so stacked against him on

sonic point that failure to admit it will

open him to sanctions under Fed CL
371c is as good an indication of where

the truth probably lies as determination

by judge or jury

Kairvs 981 F.2d at 941 Thus the application of

collateral estoppe to factual determinations based in part

on stipulations is appropriate where the decision to agree

to certain facts was decision made by defendant as

part of its litigation strategy in the prior litigation

GAF Corp. 519 Suppat 1213 Moreover where one

party introduces evidence on dispositive issue of fact

and an adverse party with opportunity and motive to

contest the presentation chooses not to the ensuing

finding is entitled to the same respect as one litigated to

the hilt Harris Trust Say Bank Ellis 810 F.2d 700

QjJjjlj.Cir.l98 see also Adams Kinder-Morean

Inc. 340 F.3d 1083 l094JJ.QjhCij.2003

Here it is undisputed that the jurys finding of the

relevant market in LePages was based only in part on the

parties stipulation that the relevant product market was

the market for transparent and invisible tape for home

and office use See LePages Trial Tr Vol 34 pp

129-130 Moreover 3M strategically agreed to stipulate

to the relevant product market only after plaintiff had

already introduced considerable testimony by an expert

witness on this issue The relevant product market was

therefore actually litigated in L.ePages for purposes of

the doctrine of collateral estoppel See Adams 340 F.3d

1094 issue is actually litigated if it is stipulated

to only after other party adduced evidence on it at trial

n9 Accordingly the Court finds that all five issues

Bradburn seeks to preclude satisfy the second element for

the application of collateral estoppel

n9 The fact that plaintiff in L.ePages

had introduced substantial evidence

regarding the product market at trial

implicates the precise concems underlying

the doctrine of collateral estoppel e.g

judicial economy and waste of private

resources Moreover the introduction of

evidence on the issue of product market in

L.ePages permitted the jury to

independently determine that the product

market was in fact the market for

invisible and transparent tape for home

and office use stipulated to by the parties

Determination by valid and final judgment

The third element that must be satisfied for

the application of collateral estoppel is that the issue

sought to be precluded was determined by final and

valid judgment in the previous action Burlington 63

F.3d at 123 1-32 Finality in this context means

little more than that the litigation of particular issue

has reached such stage that court sees no really good

reason for permitting it to be litigated again Henglein

Colt Indus 260 F.3d 201 20910 3d Cir 2001 quoting

Lummus Co Commonwealth Oil Refining Co. 297

F.2d 80 89 2d Cir 1961 3M does not dispute that all

five issues for which Bradbumn seeks collateral estoppel

Page 13
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were decided by valid and final judgment Accordingly

the Court finds that all five issues Bradburn seeks to

preclude satisfy the third element for the application of

collateral estoppel

Essentiality of issue to prior judgment

The fourth element that must be satisfied for

the application of collateral estoppel is that the issue

sought to be precluded was essential to the judgment in

the previous action Burlington 63 F.3d at 123 l-32

Under the generally accepted meaning of the term fact

may be deemed essential to judgment where without

that fhct the judgment would lack factual support

sufficient to sustain it Ravtech 54 F.3d at 193 Courts

inquire into whether the issue was critical to the

judgment or merely dicta when determining whether the

issue sought to be precluded was essential to the prior

judgment Natl R.R Passenger Cnqt 288 F.3d at 527

quoting QLea Liberty Mut Ins Co. 923 E.2d 1062

3d Cir 19911 With the exception of its power to

exclude competition and increase prices and the

nature of its predatory or exclusionary conduct 3M does

not dispute that the issues for which Bradburn seeks

collateral estoppel were essential to the judgment in

LePages

3M argues that finding that it was able to control

prices and to exclude competition was not essential to the

jurys monopoly power determination in LePages

because the Court defined monopoly power to the jury as

the power to control prices orto exclude competition n10

3M contends that it would therefore be improper to infer

from the jurys monopoly power determination that 3M

had both the ability to control prices and to exclude

competition 3M further argues that because the jury

verdict form does not specify on what grounds the jury

based its determination of monopoly power collateral

estoppel can be applied to neither 3Ms ability to

exclude competition nor 3Ms ability to control prices

nIO In L.ePages the Court instructed

the jury as follows

Monopoly power is defined

as the power to control

prices or exclude

competition in relevant

market Therefore you

must determine whether

3M could either control

prices or exclude

competition in the relevant

market The power to

control prices is the power

of company to establish

appreciably higher prices

for its equivalent goods

without substantial loss of

business to its competitor

The power to exclude

competition means the

power of company to

dominate market by

eliminating existing

competition from that

market or by preventing

new competition from

entering that market

L.ePages Trial Tr Vol 34 pp 132-33

Where party seeks collateral estoppel based upon

jury verdict the court must determine whether rational

jury could have grounded its verdict upon an issue other

than that sought to be precluded. Schirn

Farley 5lOJJ.S 222 233 127 Ed 2d 47 1J4 Ct

783L9.94j If the court finds that the jury in the previous

case necessarily determined the facts sought to be

precluded collateral estoppel applies to the jurys explicit

findings as well as to those implicit findings wluch the

jury rationally must have determined in order to come to

verdict Chew Gates 27 F.3d 1432 l43819th Cir

Bradbum persuasively argues that the jury in

L.ePages necessarily determined that 3M had the power

to exclude competition and that this power by definition

also enabled 3M to control prices Because 3M conceded

that it possessed monopoly power in LePages II see 124

F.3d at 146 the Third Circuit did not expressly resolve

whether 3Ms monopoly power was based on its power to

control prices its power to exclude competition or both

The Third Circuit did however make several

observations that strongly support Bradburns argument

that the jury in LePages necessarily determined that 3M

had the power to exclude competition For example the

Third Circuit observed that 3Ms exclusionary conduct

not only impeded ability to compete

Page 14
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but also harmed competition itse1f sine qua non for

violation and that 3M strengthened its monopoly

position by destroying competition Id

Indeed based on the Courts instructions to the jury

in LePages it is evident that the jury determined that 3M

had the power to exclude competition The jury in

LePages returned verdict that 3M had unlawfully

maintained monopoly power LePages Jury Verdict

Form Question The Court charged the L.ePages jury

that in order to find willful maintenance of monopoly

power by 3M it was first required to determine that 3M

had engaged in predatory or exclusionary conduct See

LePages Trial Ir Vol 34 pp 1.36-37 The Court went

on to instruct the jury that predatory or exclusionary

conduct is conduct that has the effect of preventing or

excluding competition or frustrating or impairing the

effbrts of other firms to compete for customers within the

relevant market Id By rendering verdict that 3M had

willfully maintained monopoly power the jury in

L.ePages thus necessarily fbund that 3M had the power to

exclude competition or frustrate the efforts of other firms

to compete for customers which is itself an

exclusionary practice This conclusion is further bolstered

by the fact that the jury in L.ePages explicitly found that

3Ms maintenance of monopoly power had injured

plaintiff competitor See L.ePages Jury Verdict Form

Question 2.1

It is equally apparent that the ability to

exclude competition necessarily results in the ability to

control prices As the Third Circuit observed in LePages

II once monopolist achieves its goal by excluding

potential compctitors it can then increase the price of its

product to the point at which it will maximize its profit

Id at 164 Indeed the more competition company

faces the less it can control prices because competitors

will undercut its prices to secure market share

Conversely company that can exclude competition can

sustain its ability to control prices Pepsico Inc

coca-Coht Co. 315 F.3d 101 l07-08_L2d Cir 2002

citations omitted see also LePages TI 324 F.3d at 164

exclusion of competitors allows companies to increase

price of products Barr Labs. Inc Abbott Labs. 978

F.2d 98 114 f3d Cir l992 competition would

have prevented from raising prices for any

lengthy period of time Columbia Metal Culvert

Kaiser Aluminum Chem Corp. 579 F.2d 20 26j34

Cir 978 ongoing competition guards against the

ability of the dominant entity to increase prices see

generally 2A Phillip Areeda et Areeda

Flovenkamps Antitrust Law 501 at 85-86 2002 nil

Therefore the Court concludes that 3Ms ability to

exclude competition and its ability to control prices were

essential to the jurys determination that 3M had

unlawfully maintained monopoly power

nil The Court notes that the power to

control prices by contrast does not

necessarily include the power to exclude

competition See Shoppin B.g of Pueblo

Inc Dillon Cos 783 F.2d 159 164

Ljiib.cir..l986 It is conceivable that if

company has obtained control over

prices it still may not have the power

to exclude other competitors from the

market.

3M also argues that it was not essential to the

jurys finding of unlawful maintenance of monopoly

power in L.ePages that 3Ms predatory or exclusionary

conduct included 3Ms rebate programs such as the

Executive Growth Fund the Partnership Growth Fund

and the Brand Mix Program 3Ms Market

Development Fund and other payments to customers

conditioned on customers achieving certain sales goals or

growth targets 3Ms efforts to control or reduce or

eliminate private label tape 3Ms efforts to switch

customers to 3Ms more expensive branded tape and

.3 Ms efforts to raise the price consumers pay for Scotch

tape 3M argues that pursuant to the Courts instructions

the jury in lePages could have based its determination

on the predatory or exclusionary nature of any one of

these five alleged practices In L.ePages the Court

defined predatory or exclusionary conduct to the jury as

follows

contends that the following

conduct was exclusionary or predatory

Number one 3Ms rebate program

such as the EGF executive growth fund

or the POF the partnership growth find

and the brand mix program

Number two 3Ms market

development find called the MDS

in some of the testimony and other
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payments to customers conditioned on

customers achieving certain sales goats or

growth targets

Third 3Ms efforts to control or

reduce or eliminate private label tape

Four 3Ms efforts to switch customers

to 3Ms more expensive branded tape and

Five 3Ms efforts to raise the price

consumers pay for Scotch tape

claims that all of these things

that Ive just gone through was predatory

or exclusionary conduct

Now what is predatory or exclusionary

conduct in the eyes of the law Well

predatory or exclusionary conduct is

conduct that has the

effectofpreventingorexcludingcompetition

or frustrating or inipairing the efforts of

other finns to compete for customers

within the relevant market

You should consider the following factors

in determining whether 3Ms conduct was

predatory or exclusionary its effect on its

competitors such as its impact

on consumers and whether it has impaired

competition in an unnecessarily restrictive

way You may also consider the behavior

that might otherwise not be of concem to

the antitrust laws or that might be viewed

as pro-competitive and take on an

exclusionary connotation when practiced

by firm with monopoly power

LePages Trial Tr Vol.34 pp 136-39

Bradburn argues that pursuant to these instructions

the jury in L.ePages was required to find that either all or

none of the five types of conduct alleged were predatory

or exclusionary in nature Thus Bradburn argues that the

jurys detenriination that 3M had engaged in predatory or

exclusionary conduct necessarily included

determination that all five examples of 3Ms conduct

were predatory or exclusionary 1-lowever the Courts

instructions did not require the jury find that all five types

of conduct were predatory or exclusionary in order to

conclude that 3M had engaged in predatory or

exclusionary conduct Rather the Court explained to the

jury what actions plaintiff alleged to have been predatory

or exclusionary and then charged the jury that it could

consider all of these actions in determining whether 3Ms

conduct was predatory or exclusionary under the law

The jury in L.ePages could therefore have based its

finding of predatory or exclusionary conduct on any one

of the five examples alone The Court concludes that

because none of the five alleged predatory or

exclusionary practices were essential to the judgment in

LePages collateral estoppel cannot be applied to this

issue See Schirn 510 U.S al 233 Accordingly the

Court finds that all issues Bradburn seeks to preclude

except for the nature of 3Ms predatory or exclusionary

practices satisfy the fourth element for the application of

collateral estoppel

Fairness considerations

Pursuant to the above analysis the following four

issues satis all four elements fbr the application of

collateral estoppel for the time period from .June 11 1993

through October 13 1999

The relevant market in this matter

is the market for invisible and transparent

tape for home and office use in the United

States

3M possessed monopoly power in

the relevant market including the power

to control prices and exclude competition

in the relevant market

3M villfiiliy maintained such

monopoly power by predatory or

exclusionary conduct and

3Ms predatory or exclusionary

conduct harmed competition

To determine whether collateral estoppel

can be applied offensively in this action the court must

next engage in an overriding fairness inquiry

3jjjjn ton 63 F.3d at District courts have broad

discretion to determine when plaintiff who has met the

requisites for the application of collateral estoppel may

employ that doctrine offensively Ravtcch 54 F.3d at

19.5 citing Parklane 439 iS at 332 However the

application of collateral estoppel is subject to number
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of equitable exceptions designed to assure that the

doctrine is applied in manner that wilt serve tile twin

goals of fairness and efficient use of private and public

litigation resources Natl R.R Passner CorjilS.S

F.3d at 525 Collateral estoppel has been denied

in circumstances where preclusion would not serve

judicial economy See JZC Mnnarch f-unding_Cop

192 F.3d 295 304jj.ir 1999 see generally Wright

and Miller supra 4465 at 738-39 Moreover

finding of fairness to the defendant is necessary

premise to the application of offensive collateral

estoppel Ravlech 54 F3d aui9j Accordingly tile

Supreme Court has counseled against the application of

offensive non-mutual collateral estoppel in

instances where tile plaintiff could easily have joined

in the earlier action the defendant had little

incentive to defend vigorously in the earlier action

the second action affords the defendant procedural

opportunities unavailable in tile first action that could

readily cause different result or where for other

reasons tile application of offensive estoppel would be

unfair to defendant Parklane 493 U.S at 330-31

Here 3M does not dispute that it had incentive to

defend itself vigorously in the L.ePages litigation or that

the procedural opportunities available in this action were

available in tile L.ePages litigation as well 3M does

argue however that the Court should refuse to grant

Bradburn the use of offensive collateral estoppel because

its application would not serve judicial economy In

addition 3M argues
that l3radburn could have easily

joined the LePages litigation and that granting collateral

estoppel effect to the jurys determinations in L.ePages

would unduly prejudice 3M by distorting the issues and

causing juror confusion

Judicial economy

3M argues tllat tile Court should refuse to

grant Bradburns request for offensive collateral estoppel

because the application of estoppel will not significantly

expedite the trial of this case 3M contends that the same

evidence that would he required to establish that 3M had

engaged in antitrust violations will have to be presented

by l3radburn to establish causation and injury in this case

For example 3M argues
that finding tllat 3M

unlawfully maintained monopoly power will not be

helpful to determination of damages because it does

not indicate how 3M unlawfully nlaintained this power

Accordingly 3M argues that Bradburn will in any event

have to establish the type of anti-competitive behavior

3M engaged in from 1993 through 1999 and prove that

this behavior caused the monopoly overcharges Bradbunl

alleges it was forced to pay

It is undisputed that whatever values may

be gained by nonmutual preclusion are substantially

diminished when the need to try related issues requires

consideration of much the same evidence as bears on the

issue tendered for preclusion Wright and Miller supra

4465 at 738 However it will not be necessary for

Bradburn to establish precisely how 3M excluded

competition in order to establish causation and

injury in this case If collateral estoppel is invoked as to

the jurys finding in LePages that 3Ms conduct harmed

competition generally jury in the instant action could

reasonably find with the aid of expert testimony that this

harm to competition caused the super-competitive prices

which Bradburn argues it was forced to pay See

LePages Il 324 F.3d at 164 Once

monopolist achieves its goal by excluding potential

competitors it can then increase the price of its product

to the point at wllicil it will maximize its profit This

price is invariably higher than the price determined in

competitive market. Moreover once jury

has found that the unlawful activity caused the antitrust

injury the damages may be determined without strict

proof of what act caused the injury as long as the

damages are not based on speculation or guesswork uk

at 166 citing BonjonloKaiser Aluminum Cilern

Corp. 752 E2d 802 813 3d Cir l954fl Accordingly

the application of collateral estoppel in this case will

likely save significant time and private as well as judicial

resources

3M further argues
that collateral estoppel

should not be granted to the jurys determinations in

L.ePages because Bradburn will still have to prove

market definition and market power issues for the time

period from October 13 1999 to the present the portion

of the class period not covered by the LePages verdict

However this argument fails to take into account that as

noted above considerable private and judicial resources

will be saved by the use of collateral estoppel to establish

elements of l3radburns claim for the period from October

1998 to October 13 1999 See Oherweis 553 Supp

at 966 applying collateral estoppel in antitrust action for

time period at issue in prior proceeding even though

present litigation alleged longer period of damages

Accordingly the Court finds that tile use of collateral
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estoppel in this case will promote tile efficient use of

private and judicial resources n12

n12 The Court notes that the only

cases 3M has cited in which courts have

denied the use of collateral estoppel for

failure to significantly expedite the trial

are personal injury class actions for

negligence or product liability In such

actions the jury must either evaluate the

incident underlying each individual injury

or assess the likelihood that the incident at

issue caused each particular set of

symptoms in order to find causation and

injury See e.g Cobum Snlilhkline

Beecham Co 174 Snpp 2d 1235

1239-41 Utah 2001 denying

application of collateral estoppel in

product liability
action because causation

in such cases can only be established by

proof of specific causation which includes

inquiry into dose of drug duration

frequency and amount of exposure and

the effect of other agents and biochemical

and metabolic interactions and processes

preexisting medical conditions and

environmental factors see also Schneider

a/kfa_Ngpyen Phi Khanh Lockheed

Aircraft Corp. 212 U.S App D.C 87

658 F.2d 835 852 tP.C Cir 1981

denying collateral estoppel in action for

product design defect Rogers Ford

Motor Co. 925 Supp 1413 1419 W.D
md 1996 denying collateral estoppel in

personal injury action for negligence As

discussed above however proof of

causation and injury in antitrust actions is

much less complicated once antitrust

violations have been established

Ability to join L.ePages

3M also argues that the Court should refuse to grant

l3radburn the use of offensive collateral estoppel because

Bradburn unduly delayed its filing of the instant litigation

and could easily have joined tile L.ePages action

As general rule in eases where plaintiff

could easily have joined in the earlier action trial

judge should not allow the use of offensive collateral

estoppel. Parklane 439 U.S at 331 This rule recognizes

that the availability of offensive non-mutual collateral

estoppel

could create an incentive for potential

plaintiffs to adopt wait and see

attitude in the hope that the first action

will result in favorable judgment since

such plaintiffs will be able to rely on

previous judgment against defendant but

will not be bound by that judgment if the

defendant wins

3urlingtnn 43 t.t 1232 p.7 quoting Parklane 439

U.S at 330 Courts have denied the use of

offensive collateral estoppel where plaintiff who could

have joined the earlier action failed to present valid

reason for not joining it See Flauser Krppp..$teel

Producers Inc. 761 F.2d 204 207 5thCir.ll

FIere 3M argues that Bradburn adopted wait and see

approach because it did not join the LePages litigation

and did not file suit until October 2002 -over two years

afterjudgment in the L.ePages lawsuit was entered

3M however has offered no evidence that

Bradbums sole motivation in not joining LePages was

the hope of benefitting from the application of collateral

estoppel See jendon Continental Group 660

jjpp l553l56kfpN.J.l987 defendant must

establish that the plaintiffs sole motivation in not joining

the earlier action was the hope to obtain the benefit of

issue preclusion before courts should deny use of

collateral estoppel In any event Bradburn persuasively

argues
that it could not easily have intervened in the

L.ePages litigation pursuant to Federal Rule of ji1

Procedure 24 ftlN32 Rule 2411afl provides that

intervention as of right shall be granted upon timely

application when

the applicant claims an interest relating to

the property or transaction which is

subject of the action and the applicant is so

situated that the disposition of the action

may as practical matter impair or

impede the applicants ability to protect

that interest unless the applicants interest

is adequately represented by existing
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parties

Fed IT Civ 24tali2 Representation is generally

considered adequate if no collusion is shown between the

representative and an opposing party if the representative

does not represent an interest adverse to the proposed

intervenor and if the representative has been diligent in

prosecuting the litigation Del Valicy....Cil ixens Council

for Clean Air Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 674

F.2d 970 973 3d Cir 1982i 3M does not dispute that

there was no collusion between the parties in L.ePages or

that plaintiff in LePages diligently prosecuted the

litigation Therefore Bradburn could only have joined the

previous litigation pursuant to Bgs24Qi3i2 if plaintiff in

LePages had represented an interest adverse to Bradburn

In the instant litigation l3radburn bases its claim against

3M on the same conduct and for violation of the same

statute as plaintiff in LePages Indeed Bradbuxn seeks

collateral estoppel precisely because its interests are

aligned with plaintiffs interests in L.ePages As

plaintiff in L.ePages did not represent an interest adverse

to Bradburn it is highly unlikely that Bradburu could

have easily joined the LePages litigation pursuant to4a2
R24f2 provides that permissive

intervention shall be granted upon timely application

where

an applicants claim or defense and the

main action have question of law or fact

in common In exercising its

discretion the court shall consider whether

the intervention will unduly delay or

prejudice the adjudication of the rights of

the original parties

Fed IT Civ 24fjæf.j Generally courts disfavor

permissive intervention by class plaintiffs in actions

brought by individual plaintiffs because such intervention

tends to unduly delay and prejudice the adjudication of

the rights of the original parties See e.g Castano

American Tobacco Co 1994 U.S Dist LEX1S 7426_

civ No 94-1044 1994 WL 247239 at UDLa
June 1994 denying Ji.t24thXh motion by class of

plaintiffs because granting intervention would unduly

expand the already voluminous litigation Jack Faucett

Assocs ATT Co 566 Sup.p 296 299 n.4 D.D.C

1983 revd on other grounds 240 U.S App D.C

103 744 F.2d 118 D.C 1984 It is exceedingly

unlikely that class of consumer plaintiffs would

have been permitted to join their class claims as

customers to further complicate what was from its

inception primarily complex competitors claim.

Here too it is unlikely that the Court would have

allowed Bradburn to intervene in L.ePages pursuant to

1i1a24lLll The addition of an entire class of plaintifft

would have significantly increased the complexity of an

already factually and legally complicated antitrust action

Moreover Bradburns intervention in the LePages

litigation would have turned an individual lawsuit into

class action As result the parties would have been

required to comply with the additional procedures

mandated for class actions which would have resulted in

significant delay and prejudice to the original parties in

the adjudication of their dispute It also appears that the

parties to the L.ePages litigation would have strenuously

objected to Bradburns intervention Indeed 3M has

admitted that it would have opposed Bradburns motion

for intervention pursuant to Rule 242J See Dels

Mem in Opp at 36 n.28 Accordingly it is highly

unlikely that Bradburn could have easily joined the

LePages litigation pursuant to Egk24h2 As

Bradburn could not have easily intervened in the earlier

action under Rule 24 the Court concludes that

considerations of fairness do not preclude the application

of collateral estoppel on grounds that Bradburn did not

join the L.ePages htigation See Par klane 439 U.S at

331

Distortion of issues and juror confusion

3M further argues that the Court should refuse to

grant Bradburn the use of offensive collateral estoppel

because the application of estoppel would unfairly

prejudice 3M by distorting the issues in this case and

creating juror confusion Courts have denied the

use of offensive estoppel where the risk of prejudice and

confusion significantly outweighs any benefit that might

be derived from applying collateral estoppel coburn

174 Supp 2d at 1241 Moreover courts have

recognized that the values gained by the use of issue

preclusion are diminished where closely related issues

must be tried and the application of collateral estoppel

would substantially distort decision of the issues

that remain open Phonetele Inc ATT Co. 1984

U.S Dist LEXIS 20259 No CV-74-3566-MML 1984
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WL 2943 at t2j1c.D Cal Jan 19 19ft4 see also

Wright and Miller supra 4465 at 738-39

3M argues that the application of collateral estoppel

to the jurys findings in LePages would unfairly distort

the issues in this case because the LePages litigation

involved different type of plaintiff and different

theory of pricing and damages Specifically 3M points

out that plaintiff in L.ePages was competitor who

pursued theory of predatory pricing which is based on

decrease of prices below their competitive level

Bradbum on the other hand is buyer who is pursuing

theory of monopoly overcharging which is based on an

increase of prices over their competitive level

Courts however have applied collateral estoppel to

determinations of antitrust violations made in antitrust

lawsuits between competitors to later antitrust actions

brought by buyers. See e.g Oberweis 553 Sjppjit

969

Moreover this Court has already held that

Bradburns theory of recovery is not necessarily

inconsistent with the theory of anti-competitive j5fl

conduct presented to the jury in the LePages triaL

According to I3radburns

claims cannot be reconciled with the fact

that at least while the bundled rebate

program was being instituted retailers that

received the bundled rebates paid less for

the total amount of goods they received

from than they would have paid had

they bought these products from other

suppliers Defs Reply Mem at

However does allege in the

Complaint that 1M has maintained

prices paid by direct purchasers to 3M

well above competitive levels afler any

3Ms rebates if any attributable to tape

purchases Compl 27 emphasis

added Thus Bradburns allegations if

proven could establish that were it not for

3Ms anti-competitive conduct

would have paid less for

transparent tape than it actually paid

during the damages period even when any

bundled rebates or other discounts are

taken into account

July 25 2003 Memorandum and Order at 9. Finally

any residual danger that the application of collateral

estoppel could distort the remaining issues in this case

can be prevented through the use of appropriate jury

instructions L52 at trial Accordingly the Court finds

that the danger of distorting the issues in the instant case

does not substantially outweigh the benefits derived from

the application of collateral estoppel

3M also argues that the selective application of

collateral estoppel to some of the facts found by the jury

in L.ePages creates substantial risk of jury confusion

Specifically 3M argues that if collateral estoppel is

applied to the jurys finding in L.ePages that 3M violated

the antitrust laws and that this conduct harmed

competition the jury will not understand the need to

further determine that this harm to competition caused the

price increases that Bradburn was forced to pay 3M cites

to Kramer Showa Denko IC.K. 929 Suon 733

ffiflN.Y 996 products liability action in support of

its argument that preclusion of generalized issues of

causation could lead to confusion in the jurys

consideration of specific causation in this case In

Kramer the court declined to allow the plaintiff the use

of judgment in prior consumers action to collaterally

estop the defendant from arguing that its drug was not

defective and that the drug did not cause the

plaintiffs injuries. Kranier_929 Supp at 749-51 The

Kramer court reasoned that collateral estoppel would be

inappropriate in such circumstances hecause

single products liability case typically

involves individualized circumstances

peculiar to that case alone such as the age

and health of the plaintiff the conditions

under which the product was used or the

precise circumstances surrounding

plaintiffs ipjury Such factual

idiosyncracies necessarily prevent single

finding from one such case to be applied

to all other cases in cookie-cutter fashion

Id at 750-51 The court further noted that the drug the

plaintiff had ingested and the drug that had been the

subject of the prior action did not come from the same

manufacturing lot and that it was therefore impossible

to determine from the previous verdict that the drug at

issue in the case at bar had been defectively

manufactured Id Here by contrast the factual
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idiosyncracies are limited to the sole question of the

amount of rebates each individual plaintiff received from

3M during the class period Moreover unlike inlCramer

Bradburn in this ease 154 bases its allegations of

antitrust violations during the period for which it seeks

collateral estoppel on the exact same conduct by 3M that

was at issue in LePages

3M further cites Phonetele in support of its argument

that the use of offensive collateral estoppel should be

denied in antitrust actions The Phonetelecourt denied

plaintiff the use of collateral estoppel because its

application to select questions designated by

plaintiff would make fair resolution of the remaining

questions unacceptably difficult Phonetele Inc

ATT 1984 U.S Dist LEXIS 20259 1984 WL 2943 at

The Phonetele court found that the issues of product

market and competition could not be decided by

collateral estoppel because it was doubtful whether the

products and product markets at issue in the previous

ease were in fact the same as those involved in the later

ease Id 1984 U.S Dist LEXIS 20259 at 13 The

Phonetele court concluded that this dispute would render

the application of issue preclusion to the questions

designated by the plaintiff unfair to the defendantS ith

1984 U.S Dirt LEXIS 2tI259 at Here by contrast

the Court has already concluded that the products and

product markets at issue in the LePages 155 litigation

are the same as those involved in the instant case for the

period for which Bradburn seeks to invoke collateral

estoppel The Court therefore finds that the danger of

prejudice to 3M does not substantially outweigh the

benefits derived from the application of collateral

estoppel Accordingly considerations of fidrness do not

preclude the application of collateral estoppel in this ease

IV CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons Bradburns Motion for

Partial Summary Judgment is denied Flowever pursuant

to Rgkj6 cI the Court finds that the following material

facts appear without substantial controversy and shall be

deemed established upon
the trial of this action

For the time period from June 11

1993 to October 13 1999 the relevant

market in this matter is the market for

invisible and transparent tape for home

and office use in the United States

For the time period from June 11

1993 to October 1.3 9993M possessed

monopoly power in the relevant market

including the power to control prices and

exclude competition in the relevant

market

For the time period from June 11

1993 to October 13 1999 3M willfully

maintained such monopoly 56 power

by predatory or exclusionary conduct and

For the time period from June 11

1993 to October 13 1999 3Ms predatory

or exclusionary conduct harmed

competition

The Court notes that the application of collateral

estoppel to these four determinations by the jury in

LePages does not establish that 3M violated Section of

the Shennan Act subsequent to October 13 1999

Moreover even for the period from June 11 1993

through October 13 1999 l3radburn will still be required

to offer proof that 3Ms antitrust violations caused

Bradburn injury of the type the antitrust laws were

intended to prevent

An appropriate Order follows

ORDER

AND NOW this 30th day of March 2005 upon

consideration of Bradburns Motion for Partial Summary

Judgment Doe No 80 all briefing in response thereto

and the Argument held on November 2003 IT IS

HEREBY ORDERED that said Motion is DENIED iT

IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Federal Rule

o1 Civil Procedure 56frj the following material facts

appear without substantial controversy and shall be

deemed established upon the trial of this action

For the time period from

June 11 1993 to October 13 1999 the

relevant market in this matter is the market

for invisible and transparent tape for home

and office use in the United States

For the time period from June 11

1993 to October 13 1999 3M possessed

monopoly power in the relevant market

including the power to control prices and

exclude competition in the relevant
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market 1993 to October 13 1999 3Ms predatory

or exclusionary conduct harmed

For the time period from June 11
competition

1993 to October 13 1999 3M willfully

maintained such monopoly power by BY THE COURT

predatory or exclusionary conduct and

John Padova .1

For the time period from June II
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United States Court of Appeals

Seventh Circuit

BRUNSWICK CORPORATION Delaware corpor

ation Plaintiff-Appellant

RIEGEL TEXTILE CORPORATION Delaware

corporation Defendant-Appellee

No 84-1334

Argued Sept 19 1984

Decided Dec 19 1984

Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc Denied Jan 18

1985

Corporation brought suit against textile manufacturer

alleging that manufacturer violated the Sherman Act

by procuring patent on antistatic yarn by fraud

thereby monopolizing production of the yarn The

United States District Court for the Northern District

of Illinois Marvin Aspen 578 FSupp893

granted manufhcturers motion to dismiss and cor

poration appealed The Court of Appeals Posner

Circuit Judge held that complaint which alleged

violation of Sherman Act by procuring patent by

fraud stated no antitrust cause of action since inven

tion was patentable even if complaint did state

antitrust cause of action action was barred by four-

year statute of limitations patent-interference

proceeding did not toll statute of limitations since

patent validity is not within Patent Offices primary

jurisdiction and statute of limitations could not

be tolled on ground that damages were speculative at

time patent was issued

Affirmed

Harlington Wood Jr Circuit Judge issued concur

ring statement

West Fleadnotes

lJJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation Z546
29Tk546 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl2l 1/4

conspiracy between corporation and its employ

ees is not actionable under antitrust law

fl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 5871
29Tk587fl Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k12l

Getting patent by means of fraud on the Patent

Office can but does not always violate Section of

the Sherman Act Sherman Anti-Trust Act li

U.S.C.A

LU Antitrust and Trade Regulation E714
29Tk7l4 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 121.3

To create or attempt to create or conspire to create

monopoly power by improper means is to monopol

ize or attempt to monopolize or conspire to mono

polize within meaning of Section of Sherman Act

Sherman Anti-Trust Act 215 U.S.C.A

141 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 682
291k682 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k1215

For patent fraud to actually create or threaten to

create monopoly power and hence violate Section

of the Sherman Act three conditions must be satis

fied besides proof that defendant obtained patent by

fraud patent must dominate real market invention

sought to be patented must not be patentable and pat

ent must have some colorable validity conferred for

example by patentees efforts to enforce it by bring

ing patent infringement suits Sherman Anti-Trust

Act .UJLC.A 2.

IS Antitrust and Trade Regulation z587I
291k587fl Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k1 215
Stealing valid patent is not the same thing from an

antitrust standpoint as obtaining an invalid patent

until unmasked in an infringement or cancellation or

other proceedings patent on an unpatentable inven

tion may create monopoly by discouraging through

litigation or other means others from making the pat

ented product just as valid patent may but the

monopoly that such patent creates is illegal and

hence actionable under antitrust law theft of per

fectly valid patent in contrast creates no monopoly

power it merely shifts lawful monopoly into differ

ent hands and thus has no antitrust significance

Page
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though it buns lawflul owner of monopoly power

jftj Antitrust and Trade Regulation Z52O
29Tk52O Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl2l

Ii no consumer interest can be discerned even re

motely in an antitrust suit brought by competitor and

if victory for the competitor can confer no benefit

certain or probable present or future on consumers

court is entitled to question whether violation of anti

trust law is being charged

111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 587i
29Tk587flfljqst Cited Cases

Fonnerly 265k1 215
It is not purpose of antitrust law to confer patents or

to resolve disputes between rival applicants for pat

ent from standpoint of antitrust law concerned as it

is with consumer welfare it is matter of indiffer

ence whether one rival applicant obtains the patent

monopoly rather than another

j$.j Antitrust and Trade Regulation 682
29Tk682 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl2l5

Complaint which alleged that by procuring patent

on antistatic yarn by fraud and by defending patents

validity groundlessly in patent-interference pro

ceeding defendant monopolized production of anti-

static yarn stated no antitrust cause of action even

assuming that business of making and selling antistat

ic yarn is an economically meaningful market since

complaint did not allege that process for making anti-

static yam was not patentable

ifi Limitation of Actions 581
241k58.l Most Cited Cases

Antitrust action alleging that defendant by procuring

patent on antistatic yarn by fraud and by defending

patents validity groundlessly in patent-interference

proceeding monopolized production of antistatic

yarn was barred by four-year antitrust statute of lim

itations because alleged fraud occurred in 1972

when patent was issued yet suit was not brought un

til 1982 Clayton Act 413 15 U.S.CA tt ISh

fISH Administrative Law and Procedure Z228J
l5Ak22R.l Most Cited Cases

Formerly l5Ak228

Doctrine of primary jurisdiction as distinct from that

of exhaustion of administrative remedies comes into

play after suit is flied when defendant asks that suit

be stayed because potentially controlling question is

within an agencys exclusive jurisdiction to decide at

least in the first instance

liiiLimitation Actions 1O51
MlklOfLftMost Cited Cases

Patent-interference proceeding did not suspend stat

ute of limitations applicable to plaintiffs antitrust

claim that defendant by procuring patent on antistat

ic yarn by fraud illegally monopolized production of

such yarn since patent validity is not within Patent

Offices primary jurisdiction Clayton Act 4B 15

U.SCA 15h

Jill Antitrust and Trade Regulation E553
29TkS53 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl21 .3

Exclusion from market is conventional form of

antitrust injury that gives rise to claim for damages as

soon as the exclusion occurs even though in the

nature of things the victims losses lie mostly in the

future

JflJ Limitation of Actions z581
241k58fl Most Cited Cases

An antitrust plaintiff may be able to show that his fu

ture losses were so speculative at time of exclusion

from the market that judge or jury would not have

been allowed to award damages for those losses at

that time in which event plaintiff may and indeed

must wait to sue but unless special circumstances

preclude as excessively speculative an award of

damages based on predicted as distinct from realized

losses due to defendants misconduct antitrust stat

ute of limitations is not tolled simply in order to wait

and see just how well defendant does in the market

from which he excluded plaintiff Clayton Act 4B
15 U.S.C.A lib

fl4j Limitation of Actions 581
241k58l Most Cited Cases

Statute of limitations applicable to plaintiffs claim

that defendant by procuring patent by fraud on anti-

static yarn monopolized production of patented
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device could not be tolled on grounds that plaintiffs

damages were too speculative to be computed at time

of alleged antitrust violation since plaintiff could

have gotten complete compensation in suit brought

at time patent was issued with much less uncertainty

than is usual in antitrust damage actions inasmuch as

plaintiff could and did ask for defendants profits

from sate of antistatic yarn up to date of trial and for

an assignment of defendants patent rights to it which

would have enabled plaintiff to obtain future profits

generated by patent by heensing it to textile manufhc

turers Clayton Act 48 15 u.SflA 15b

US Limitation of Actions E581
241 k581 Most Cited Cases

Fact that defendant charged with antitrust violation in

form of procuring patent by fraud defended itself in

patent-interference proceeding did not constitute

exclusionary conduct that when combined with ori

ginal fraud established an antitrust violation that

continued into four-year limitations period thus en

titling plaintiff to complain about whole violation no

matter how long ago it began Clayton Act 4B IS

UJSCAA 15h

Liii Antitrust and Trade Regulation C9O53
29Tk9053 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k1 216.5

Flarassing competitors by litigation that can fairly be

described as malicious prosecution or abuse of pro

cess can violate the antitrust laws

264 Erwin 1-leininger Mayer Brown Platt

Chicago Ill for plaintiff-appellant

J.D. Fleming Sutherland Asbill Brennan Atlanta

Ga for delbndant-appellee

Before WOOD and POSNER Circuit Judges and

CAMPBELL Senior District fudge Efliti

ENt 1-Ion William Campbell the

Northern District of Illinois sitting by desig

nation

POSNER Circuit Judge

Brunswick Corporation appeals from the dismissal

on the pleadings of its antitrust suit against Riegi

Textile Cooration 578 FSupp 893

The appeal requires us to consider aspects of the

relationship between patent and antitrust law

The complaint alleges that in 1967 Brunswick inven

ted new process for making antistatic yarn which

is used to make garments worn in hospital operating

rooms and other areas where there are volatile gases

that could be ignited by static electricity Brun

swick which is not itself textile manufacturer dis

closed its invention to Riegel which is Riegel

promised to keep the invention secret In April 1970

Brunswick applied for patent on the new process

and in August Riegel did likewise--in breach of its

agreement with Brunswick Rieget denies that this

was breach but as Brunswick has been given no

chance to substantiate the allegations of its complaint

we must treat them as true for purposes of this ap

peal Without considering Brunswicks application

the Patent Office issued patent to Riegel in 1972

The Patent Office discovered the Brunswick applica

tion in 1973 and in 1975 instituted patent-in

terference proceeding to determine priority of inven

tion between Riegel and Brunswick See liJLSQ

135 Rosenberg Patent Law Fundamentals

10.02 2d ed 1984 That proceeding was stilt

pending before the Patent Office when Brunswick

brought this lawsuit in 1982 but since then the Patent

Office has held that although Brunswick indeed in

vented the process first its patent application was in

valid Brunswick has challenged this ruling in an

other lawsuit in the Northern District of Illinois and

it has also sued Riegel in an Illinois state court for

unfhir competition

UI Brunswicks complaint in this case is that by pro

curing patent by fraud and then defending the pat

ents validity groundlessly in the patent-interference

proceeding Rieget monopolized the production of

antistatic yarn in violation of section of the Sher

man Act jjj$.2 The complaint also de

scribes Riegels misconduct as an attempt to mono

polize and as conspiracy with Riegels agents and

employees to monopolize which are also forbidden

by section except that conspiracy between cor

poration and its employees is not actionable under

antitrust law Universin Life Ins Co Lbthnazc

1id 699 F2d 846 852 7th Cit 1911 The district

court dismissed the suit on alternative grounds the
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complaint fails to state an antitrust cause of ac

Lion the suit is barred by the antitrust statute of lim

itations

Getting patent by means of fraud on the

Patent Office can but does not always violate sec

ion of the Sherman Act See tVolker Proce.c.v

F1wpeent Inc Food Moclnnen Chew Goip

382 U.S 172 86 S.C 347 15 L.Ed.2d 247 1962
United Stales Sineer Aifb Co 374 U.S 174

196-97 83 S.Ct 1773 1784-85 10 L.Ed.2d 823

LJi511 4wericon Gyonomid Co FTC 363 F.2d

757 770-71 6th Cir 1966 see generally Areeda

Turner Antitrust Law j3 707a-h 1978 pat

ent entitles the patentee to prevent others from mak

ing or selling the patented product or as here using

the patented production process and he may be able

to use this legal right to restrict competition If anti-

static yarn cannot be produced efficiently other than

by using Riegels patented process Riegel may be

able to exclude competition in the sale of such yarn

in which event it may have monopoly power--the

power to control prices or exclude competition

265 United States du Pont de Neotours

Co 351 U.S 377 391- 92 76 S.Ct 994 1004-05

100 LEd 1264 195 plurality opinion And to

create or attempt to create or conspire to create

monopoly power by improper means is to monopol

ize or attempt to monopolize or conspire to mono

polize within the meaning of section of the Sher

man Act See e.g United Stotes Tninnel/ Cop
384 U.S 563 570-71 86 S.Ct 1698 1703-04 16

LEd.2d 778

But may is not does and fbr patent fraud ac

tually to create or threaten to create monopoly power

and hence violate section three conditions must be

satisfied besides proof that the defendant obtained

patent by fraud

The patent must dominate real market See

WoIA-er Process Eqpjjpnent Inc Food Mochineri

Chew Corp. .cupra 382 U.S at 177-78 86 SCt

at 350-51 Anu.ricon Hoist Derrick Co Sown

Soar Inc 725 F.2d 1350 1366-67 Fed.Cir.1984

Handcyards Inc Ethicon Inc 601 F.2d 986 993

13 9th Cir 979j Although the Patent Office will

not issue patent on an invention that has no appar

ent utility the invention need not have any commer

cial value at all other products or processes may be

superior substitutes and it certainly need not have

enough value to enable the patentee to drive all or

most substitutes from the market If patent has no

significant impact in the marketplace the circum

stances of its issuance cannot have any antitrust sig

nificance

The invention sought to be patented must not be

patentable If the invention is patentable it does not

matter from an antitrust standpoint what skullduggery

the defendant may have used to get the patent issued

or transferred to him The power over price that pat

ent rights confer is lawful and is no greater than it

otherwise would be just because the person exer

cising the rights is not the one entitled by law to do

so The distinction between fraud that leads the

Patent Office to issue patent on an unpatentable in

vention as in case where the patent applicant con

cealed from the Patent Office the fact that the inven

tion already was in the public domain and one that

merely operates to take the patent opportunity away

from the real inventor who but for the fraud would

have gotten valid patent that would have yielded

him royalty measured by the monopoly power that

the patent conferred is supported by analogy to cases

holding that fraud on the Patent Office to be action

able as patent fraud must be material in the sense

that the patent would not have been issued but for the

misconduct See e.g E.I1 du Pont de Nenwurs

Co Beklei Go. 620 F.2d 1247 1274 8th

Cir.19801 Nor on Curttcs 433 F.2d 77E 794

C.C.P.A.19701 Equally for fraud to be material

in an antitrust sense the plaintiff must show that but

for the fraud no patent would have been issued to

anyone If patent would have been issued to

someone the fraud could but have diverted market

power from the one who had the right to possess and

exploit it to someone else

The patent must have some colorable validity con

ferred for example by the patentees efforts to enforce

it by bringing patent-infringement suits Indeed some

formulations of the antitrust offense of patent fraud

make it seem that the offense is not the fraudulent

procuring of patent in circumstances that create

monopoly power but the bringing of groundless suits
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for patent infringement. See e.g. Hood aids 1nc

v. Ethicon Inc. steno 601 F.2d at 993 and n. 3.

This metamorphosis is natural because most patent-

antitrust claims are asserted as counterclaims to pat

ent-infringement suits and because the abusive pro

secution of such suits could violate the antitrust laws

even if the patent had not been obtained by fraud.

See e.g üí. at 994. But enforcement actions are not

ne quo non of monopolizing by patent fraud

Since patent known to the trade to be invalid will

not discourage competitors from making the patented

product or using the patented process and so will not

confer monopoly power suing an infringer is some

evidence that the patent has or at least the patentee is

seeking to clothe it with some colorable validity that

266 might deter competitors. But it is not indis

pensable evidence the concern of section is with

exclusion of competition not with the particular

means of exclusion Indeed one might argue that

just by virtue of being issued patent would have

sonic apparent validity and that no more should be

necessary. But this would go too far the other way.

Since patents are issued in cx parte proceedings and

since by hypothesis the patent applicant had to use

fraud to persuade the Patent Office to issue the pat

ent the patent might not fool anybody in the defend

ants market

Let us see whether these three conditions are satisfied

by the complaint in this case. Right off the bat there

is problem with condition as Brunswicks com

plaint does not allege that the business of making and

selling antistatic yarn is an economically meaningful

market However facts are pleaded that allow an in

ference that antistatic yarn probably does not have

good substitutes in which event its sole producer

could maintain its price significantly above the cost

of production and sale.

There is serious problem however with condi

tion 2. Far from alleging that the process for mak

ing antistatic yarn that Riegel patented is not pat

entable the complaint alleges that it is. Brunswicks

only objection is to the patentees identity it thinks

that it rather than Riegel should be the patentee. But

as we have already suggested to say that patent

should have been issued because the invention

covered by it is patentable but should have been is-

sued to different person and would have been but

for fraud the breach of the promise to Brunswick not

to disclose its invention is to say in effect that the

patentee stole the patent from its rightful owner and

stealing valid patent is not at all the same thing

from an antitrust standpoint as obtaining an invalid

patent. Until unmasked in an infringement or can

cellation or other proceeding patent on an unpat

entable invention may create monopoly by discour

aging through litigation or other means others from

making the patented product just as valid patent

may but the monopoly that such patent creates is il

legal and hence actionable under antitrust law The

theft of perfectly valid patent in contrast creates no

monopoly power it merely shifts lawful monopoly

into different hands. This has no antitrust signific

ance although it hurts the lawful owner of the mono

poly power.

The
purpose of the antitrust laws as it is under

stood in the modern cases is to preserve the health of

the competitive process--which means so far as

case such as this is concemed to discourage practices

that make it hard for consumers to buy at competitive

prices--rather than to promote the welfare of particu

lar competitors. This point was implicit in the fam

ous dictum of .Sronn Shoe Co. v. United Stoles. 370

jJS. 294. 320. 82 S.Ct. 1502. 1521 L.Ed.2d 510

1962 that antitrust law the Court was speaking of

section of the Clayton Act but the point has been

understood to be general is concerned with the pro

tection of competition not competitors emphasis in

original and has been repeated with growing em
phasis in recent years by this and other courts. See

e.g. StnlijLIuc. t. Donovan os. 727 F.2d 648 655

7th Cir.1984l and cases cited there. True compet

itors as well as consumers still have standing to com

plain about antitrust violations but that is because

competitors are thought to be effective maybe indis

pensable surrogates for the many consumers who do

not realize they are the victims of monopolistic prac

tices or if they do may lack incentives to bring suit

because the harm to an individual consumer may be

tiny even though the aggregate harm is immense See

L.andes Qpthnol Sanctions for Antitnist Violations

50 U.Chi.L.Rev. 652. 671-72 1983 cf. In cc Indus

tial Gas Antitrust jth a/ion 68LF.2d 1j2ijjih
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jr1982j If no consumer interest can be discerned

even remotely in suit brought by competitor--if

as here victory for the competitor can confer no be

nefit certain or probable present or future on con

sumers--a court is entitled to question whether viol

ation of antitrust law is being 267 charged See

generally Easterbrook The limits JiAntitrusL 63

Tes.L Rev 33-39 tl24.I If injury to competit

or caused by wrongful conduct were enough to

bring The antitrust laws into play the whole state tort

law of unfair competition would be absorbed into

federal antitrust law it has not been unfair compet

ition as such does not violate the antitrust

laws Sutlif Inc Donovan Cos.s ppa 727 F.2d

at 655 see also Car Caniers Inc Ford Motor Co
745 F.2d 1101 1107-08 7th Cirj94 Iiaoco of

America Ltd S/ui/I DII Co 626 F2d 549 554-59

7th Cir.l980

We cannot find the consumer interest in this case

Brunswick is complaining not because Riegel is gou

ging the consumer by charging monopoly price for

antistatic yarn but because Riegel took away

monopoly that rightfully belonged to Brunswick as

the real inventor ft is true that when Riegel got its

patent Brunswicks patent application was still

pending But there is no suggestion that any other

competitors were in the picture If Riegel had not

committed the alleged fraud Brunswick would have

had the whole field to itself--would have had the

monopoly of antistatic yarn that it accuses Riegel of

having stolen This would be true even if Brunswick

had not tried to get patent on its process for making

antistatic yarn it still could and as rational profit-

maximizer presumably would have tried to license

the invention as trade secret and trade secret

known only to and licensed by one firm may create

as much monopoly power as patent more even if

the secret can be kept for more than 17 years

The nature of the remedy sought in an antitTust case

is often and here an important clue to the soundness

of the antitrust claim Brunswick is asking as

main part of the remedy for an order transferring

ownership of the patent from R.iegel to itself There

is no contention that in asking for this Brunswick is

motivated by altruism It wants to make as much

money as it can from the patent--as much as Riegel

made or if possible even more There is nothing

discreditable in this ambition but we do not see how

consumers can benefit from its achievement The

nature of the remedy sought shows that Brunswick

far from contesting the propriety of patent mono

poly of antistatic yarn makes that propriety the very

foundation for the judicial relief that it seeks

It makes no difference that Brunswick which as we

said is not textile manufacturer says that if it

owned the patent it would license production to sev

eral manufacturers There would then be more man
ufttcturers of antistatic yarn than there are today but

there would not be more competition if the competit

ors were constrained by the terms of the patent li

cense to charge the monopoly price And they

would be As rational profit-maximizer Brunswick

would charge its licensees royalty designed to ex

tract from them all the monopoly profits that the pat

ent made possible and the licensees would raise

their prices to consumers to cover the royalty ex

pense The price to the consumer would be the same

as it is today with Riegel the only seller in the mar

ket

It is not purpose of antitrust law to confer pat

ents or to resolve disputes between rival applicants

for patent From the standpoint of antitrust law

concerned as it is with consumer welfare it is mat

ter of indifference whether Riegel or Brunswick ex

ploits monopoly of antistatic yarn Cf Products

HabiT/n In....Agenc Inc Czum Forstar Ins

o.r 682 F.2d 660 665 7th Cir.1982 Indeed if

anything competitive pricing is more likely if Brun

swick loses this suit than if it wins it If Brunswick

is confident that Riegels patent is invalid it can go

into the antistatic-yarn business itself with little fear

of being held liable for patent infringement and by

entering it will inject some competition into that

market for the first time Brunswick argues that it

could not induce textile manufacturers to produce an

tistatic yarn under license from it since they would

fear that Riegel would sue them however baselessly

for patent infringement But when patentee or as

in this case 268 patent applicant licenses his pat

ent to other firms he typically agrees to indemnify

them for any costs incurred in patent-infringement

suits brought against them Brunswick large cor
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poration can afford to indemnify its licensees and

would promise to do so if it really believed that it and

not Riegel was the lawful owner of the patent

Our analysis is supported by mote illustrious case

bearing Brunswicks name--Brunswick__Czz

Pueblo Bowl-U-Mat Inc 429 U.S 477 489 97

S.Ct 690 697 50 L.Ed.2d 701 19711 which held

that an antitrust plaintiff cannot prevail merely by

showing that the defendant violated the antitrust laws

and the violation hurt the plaintiff he must also

show that the injury is the sort of thing the antitrust

laws seek to discourage such as price above the com

petitive level and output below it It would seem to

follow that if form of wrongdoing stealing pat

entable process cannot cause antitrust injury to any

one because it has no tendency to raise prices or re

duce output or do anything else that hurts consumer

or other interests protected by the antitrust laws it

does not violate those laws at all It is then not

matter of the case having been brought by the wrong

plaintiff as in Biunswick but of there being no pos

sible plaintiff because the defendants conduct has no

tendency to injure anyone intended to be benefited by

the antitrust laws The Fifth Circuit so held recently

in case where the plaintiff had complained that the

defendant was preventing it from exploiting natural

monopoly of the resale distribution of

electricity Almeda Mall Inc 1-louston Liehting

Power Co 615 F.2d 343 353 5th Cir 198tH see

also Mishler 4nthonvs I-/aspi/al Systems 694

F.2d 1225 1228 10th Cir.19.fijj

district courts alternative holding that Riegels action

was barred by the statute of limitations--a holding we

shall now consider in part for the light it may cast on

the more fundamental issue of the sufficiency of the

complaint

Unless tolled for one reason or another the fbur

year antitrust statute of limitations in section 4B of

the Clayton Act jj.IJ.S.C 15fl expired in 1976 on

any cause of action that Brunswick might have had

by reason of Riegels alleged fraud because the fraud

had succeeded in 1972 when Riegel got its patent

yet this suit was not brought till 1982 Brunswick

has abandoned its argument that the statute of limita

tions was tolled because of fraudulent concealment

but makes other arguments for extending the statute

One is that the Patent Office has primary jurisdiction

over any dispute over patent validity and that as

result the statute of limitations does not begin to run

till its proceedings are final Although this argument

may seem to lead to the bizarre conclusion that Brun

swicks suit is premature because judicial review of

the patent-interference proceeding is not yet com

plete Brunswick was entitled to file this antitrust suit

as protective action so that if its primary-juris

diction argument failed its suit would not be time-

barred And that is the spirit in which Brunswick

filed the only discovery it proposed to conduct be

fore the patent-interference proceeding was resolved

was deposing elderly witnesses who might die or

whose memories might fade before the case was

tried

The third condition for patent fraud to violate

section of the Sherman Act--that the defendant has

made efforts to give the color of validity to his patent

on an unpatentable invention--cannot be met in case

where the plaintiff himself asserts that the underlying

invention is patentable This reinforces our conclu

sion that the complaint states no antitrust cause of ac

tion

But in so concluding we have not considered any

events after Riegel received the patent in 1972

though Brunswick argues that Riegels subsequent

conduct in defending itself in the patent-interference

proceeding also violated section This argument is

also cornerstone of Brunswicks challenge to the

L10 Mi Hood Sgges Izc Greyhound Corp. 616

F.2d 394 9th Cir.l980 269 the case on which

Brunswick relies for this ground for extending the

statute of limitations holds that the antitrust statute of

limitations does not begin to run until the conclusion

of any administrative proceedings that the plaintiff is

required to pursue by the doctrine of primary-jur

isdiction This is surprising holding because the

doctrine of primary jurisdiction as distinct from that

of exhaustion of administrative remedies ordinarily

comes into play oiler suit is filed and the statute of

limitations is thus stopped from running when the

defendant asks that the suit be stayed because po

tentially controlling question is within an agencys

exclusive jurisdiction to decide at least in the first in-
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stance See eg .jj7 qLa Ia Gentnal Electric

Cablevision Cm 690 .2d 116 1202 LiLb

Cir 9221 Mt Hood complained that competing

bus company had tried to drive it out of business by

buying up bus companies with which it had connect

ing routes and then cancelling the connections so that

it would be isolated Although the acquisitions had

been approved by the Interstate Commerce Commis

sion and by being approved had been immunized

from an attack under the antitrust laws Mt iIood

asked the Commission to rescind its approval on the

ground that Greyhound had obtained it through mis

representations and it was only after the Commis

sion accepted the petition and rescinded its earlier ap

proval that Mt Hood filed its antitrust suit It could

have sued before asking the Commission to rescind

the original order but had it done so Greyhound

would have argued that the acquisitions were im

mune Mt Flood would have countered that the im

munity rested on fraud and the court would then

perhaps have stayed the suit on the ground that the

question whether the approval of the acquisitions had

been fraudulently procured was within the primary

jurisdiction of the ICC requiring Mt Hood to present

its claim to the Commission before the court could

resolve the issue of antitrust immunity

To allow the statute of limitations to be tolled on the

basis of defense that might be raised if the suit were

filed on time is unconventional and although since

it was very likely that dispositive issue would have

to be fought out in the Commission before the court

could act it may have made little difference whether

Mt Flood brought the suit within four years and then

interrupted it for proceeding before the ICC or

waited till that proceeding was over before suing it

could have made some difference as the facts of the

present case show The patent-interference proceed

ing began three years after Brunswicks cause of ac

tion arose which means that the statute of limitations

had one year left to run But for Mt Hood Brun

swick would have had to sue within another year that

is while the patent-interference proceeding was go

ing on The suit would have been stayed but would

have resumed immediately upon
the conclusion of

that proceeding Under the principle ofMi flood if

applicable to patent-interference proceedings Brun

swick would have had
year to bring suit after the

conclusion of the interference proceeding Consider

ing that agency proceedings can greatly prolong anti

trust litigation when primary jurisdiction is invoked-

-especially since the agency proceedings are not con

sidered complete for these purposes until judicial re

view of the agencys determination is complete see

e.g .Ricci Chicae-o Mercantile Exehanee 409 U.S

229 306 93 S.Ct 573 522 34 L.Ed.2d 525 19731-

-we question the wisdom of allowing plaintiff to

wait for the unexpired portion of the statute of limita

tions to expire after the agency proceedings are com

plete before he sues rather than suing if need be

while those proceedings are going on and staying the

suit till they have been completed

But sound or unsound the principle of Mt Hood

is not applicable to this case It certainly would not

apply if the priority of the conflicting patent applica

tions Brunswicks and Itiegels were the only issue

in the patent-interference proceeding for that is not

potentially dispositive issue in the antitrust case

Brunswicks antitrust claim is that Riegel by break

ing its contract not to disclose Brunswicks 270 in

vention defrauded Brunswick of its right to patent

the process it had invented for producing antistatic

yam Even if the Patent Office decided that Riegels

patent was valid Riegel might still have committed

fraud against Brunswick by applying for the patent it

self Cf ililborn Dunn 546 F.2d 401 403

LC.C.P.A 976 True the Patent Office might find

to the contrary that Riegels patent was invalid and

Brunswicks patent application valid And it might

seem that if Brunswick could get all the relief it

wanted from the Patent Office it ought not have to

bring suit before it knew whether it had gotten that

relief But there was no way that Brunswick could

obtain complete relief from the Patent Office the

Patent Office could not make Riegel compensate

Brunswick for the money that Brunswick had Inst be

cause Riegel had gotten patent first Thus if prior

ity of invention were the only issue in the patent-

interference proceeding that proceeding could

provide at best some partial and parallel relief to the

antitrust suit but would not be condition precedent

to it as in DeUce Inc Laster 326 F.2d 443 44
6th Cir 1964 per curiam or complete substitute
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for it or even proceeding that promises to be of

material aid in resolving potentially dispositive is

sue P/cd Chk.ogp Mercantile EXCIU%JLgc sl.pra

409 U.S at 302 93 S.Ct at 580 such as the issue of

antitrust immunity in Ricci and in Mt flood The

fact that Brunswick wanted to litigate the patent-

interference proceeding to conclusion before actively

litigating the present suit does not show that that pro

ceeding promise to be of material aid in resolv

ing potentially dispositive issue but only that

Brunswick had preferred sequence for litigating its

various claims now pending in three different courts

against Riegel

But all this assumes that priority is the only issue in

patent-interference proceeding and we know from

the fact that the Patent Office found that Brunswicks

patent application was invalid that it is not The

Board of Patent Interferences is allowed to review

broad range of issues ancillary to priority See

Rosenberg cupn l0.02 at 10-47 And

the validity of Brunswicks patent is as Brunswick

has framed its antitrust suit potentially dispositive

issue in the antitrust suit since that whole suit is bot

tomed on the claim that Riegel took from Brunswick

patent opportunity that rightfully belonged to it

Flowever this court has held recently that patent

validity is not within the Patent Offices primary jur

isdiction See .folnson Johnson Inc Wallace

Er/than Go 627 F.2d 57 61-62 7th

Cir.19801 The validity of patent is question of

law which court decides with some but not great

deference to decisions of the Patent Office John con

Johnson was not an antitrust case but we think its

teachings apply even more strongly to antitrust

cases These cases are already sufficiently protrac

ted without our making them more so by adopting

new principle under which patent-antitrust cases

could be delayed indefinitely for proceedings before

the Patent Office As for the issue of fraud appar

ently that was never presented to the Patent Office as

part of the interference proceeding and we doubt

whether the Patent Office would be interested in ad

judicating dispute arising not from anything done in

Patent Office proceedings but from Riegels agree

ment with Brunswick not to disclose Brunswicks in

vention

Brunswicks separate argument that its damages were

insufficiently definite to require it to bring suit back

in 1972 when Riegel got its patent rests on Zenith Ra

110 Gorp Ifazehine Research Inc 401 U.S 321

338-42 91 S.Ct 795 806-08 28 L.Ed.2d 771971
which held that if the victims damages are too specu

lative to be computed at the time of the antitrust viol

ation the victim can must really wait to sue until

they become ascertainable In Zenith itself the cal

culation of damages at the time of the violation or

even of the trial would have required predicting

market conditions and the performance of one com

petitor in that market five to 10 years hence

342 91 S.Ct at 808 Calculating Brunswicks dam

ages back in 271 1972 would have required predict

ing Riegels success in selling antistatie yarn

L12J.Li.3J But Zenith has not been understood to toll

the antitrust statute of limitations in every case where

the plaintiff is seeking damages for being excluded

from market the profitability of which will be re

vealed only in the fullness of time See Char

lotte Teeca.cterx hic .Lcfferson-Pi/ot pyp. 546

F.2d 570 573 4th Cir.192fr Ansnl Co Umroj/

Inc 448 F.2d 872 885 t2d Cir.1971 London

Twentieth Centur v-Fox Film Corp.. 384 F.Supp 450

Exclusion from market is

conventional form of antitrust injury that gives rise to

claim for damages as soon as the exclusion occurs

which means in this case in 1972 even though in

the nature of things the victims losses lie mostly in

the future See Areeda Turner Antitrust

Law 232-33 1978 In some cases such as Zenith

itself or our recent decision in QhioSeolv Mutt e.cs

Co Kaplan 745 F.2d 441 450 ith

Cit 1984 the plaintiff may be able to show that his

future losses were so speculative at the time of exclu

sion that judge or jury would not have been allowed

to award damages for those losses at that time in

which event the plaintiff may and indeed must wait to

sue In Kaplan to calculate damages would have re

quired predicting how the defendants would resolve

number of legal questions that faced them if the de

fendants answered them in particular way the anti-

competitive activities would be discontinued and thus

cease to hun the plaintiff But unless special cir

cumstances preclude as excessively speculative an
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award of damages based on predicted as distinct from

realized losses due to the defendants misconduct the

statute of limitations is not tolled simply in order to

wait and see just how well tie defendant does in the

market from which he excluded the plaintiff Other

wise it would be tolled indefinitely in very large

class of antitrust suits

Jj4j The Zenith principle is particularly out of place

in this case for the nature of Brunswicks complaint

is such that it could have gotten complete compensa

tion in suit brought in 1972 with much less uncer

tainty than is usual in antitrust damage actions

Brunswick could and did ask for Riegels profits from

the sale of antistatic yarn up to the date of trial and

for an assignment of Riegels patent rights to it

which would have enabled Brunswick to obtain the

future profits generated by the patent by licensing it

to textile manufacturers--maybe to Riegel itself

Li.J If the complaint can fairly be read to charge mis

conduct after 1972 when Riegel got its patent this

could provide another and better ground for tolling

the statute of limitations and also for finding in the

later conduct some indication that genuine antitrust

violation occurring within the limitations period is

being charged But the only thing that happened

after 1972 is that Riegel when brought into the pat

ent-interference proceeding initiated by the Patent

Office defended itself Brunswick argues that in do

ing so Riegel engaged in exclusionary conduct that

when combined with the original fraud establishes

an antitrust violation that continued into the four-year

limitations period that began in 1978 and it points

out that if continuing violation extends into the stat

utory period the victim is entitled to complain about

the whole violation no matter how long ago it began

see Wehec Con.cwnerr Digest inc 440 F2d

729 731 7th Cir.197l--a rule necessary to head off

multiple suits growing out of the same events But

if as we stated earlier the original fraud was not an

antitrust violation because it had no tendency to harm

consumer interests we do not see how Riegels refus

ing to acknowledge that fraud in the patent-in

terference proceeding could be an antitrust viola

tion it might serve to perpetuate fraud but fraud

harmless to the interests protected by the antitrust

laws

fj..5J Moreover while harassing competitors by litiga

tion that can fairly be described as malicious prosecu

tion or abuse of process can violate the antitrust laws

see 272Q..ip_Pab Inc IliinoLc Tool Woks

Tnc 694 F.2d 466 470-73 7th Cirl9821 we are

pointed to no case where simply defending oneself in

proceeding brought by another has been held to be

actionable If it were the following bizarre sequence

would be implied gets patent rival invent

or sues in state court for unfair competition in hav

ing acquired the patent by fraud years later brings

an antitrust suit against charging that As refusal to

cave in in the state-court action brought by was ex

clusionary conduct forbidden by the antitrust laws

Although the patent-interference proceeding was not

instituted by Brunswick but by the Patent Office this

is technical distinction Brunswick was the mov

ing party really because the patent-interference pro

ceeding was started only after Brunswick by refer

ring to Riegels patent in Patent Office filings made in

connection with Brunswicks own patent application

made the interference starkly apparent to the Patent

Office See Rosenberg cupra 10 023 at

1032 You cannot start suit as Brunswick in effect

did here and then sue the defendant for refusing to

default

Brunswick
argues however not only that Riegel

should not have defended itself at all but also that in

doing so Riegel falsified documents and engaged in

other unethical conduct We doubt that an antitrust

case is the proper forum for deciding questions of

legal ethics But even if defending against compet

itors lawsuit could be niaybe because of the tactics

employed the kind of aggressive conduct that might

in other circumstances violate the antitrust laws it

could not here given our earlier point that all Brun

swick is seeking is Riegels profits plus the transfer of

Riegels patent to itself Whoever owns the patent

the consumer will have to pay royalty measured by

the monopoly power conferred by the patent-

-provided the invention really is patentable as Brun

swick vigorously asserts it is

AFFIRMED

FIARL.lNGTON WOOD Jr Circuit Judge concur-
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ring

join in the result reached in so much of Judge Pos

ncrs opinion as holds that the alleged cause of action

is barred by the statute of limitations Judge Aspens

Memorandum Opinion and Order in the district court

Ijrungwic/c rnp Riced Textile Corp 578 F.Supp

893 N.DilL 19831 held that the cause of action was

barred by the statute of limitations 15JLC Section

uk that no exception was applicable and that there

was no continuing antitrust violation to bring it with

in that statute would affirm on the basis of Judge

Aspens opinion Therefore although enlightening

see no need for much of the antitrust-econom

ic-patent discussion in Judge Posners opinion

752 F.2d 261 53 USL.W 2345 224 U.S.P 756

END OF DOCUMENT
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Supreme Court of the United States

HOFFMAN4A ROCFIE LTD et al Petitioners

EMPAGRAN S.k et al

No 03-724

Argued April 26 2004

Decided June 14 2004

Background Antitrust class action was brought on

behalf of foreign and domestic purchasers of vitam

ins alleging international price-fixing conspiracy by

manufacturers and distributors The United States

District Court for the District of Columbia Thomas

J-Tooan 2001 WL 761360 dismissed suit as to

foreign purchasers for lack of subject matter jurisdic

tion On appeal the United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit 1-lan-v Ed

tr4s Circuit Judge 315 E3d 338 reversed and re

nianded Certiorari was granted

Holdings The Supreme Court Justice Breyer held

that

LU Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

FTAIA exclusionary rule was not limited only to

conduct involving exports

.ZI where price-fixing conduct significantly and ad

versely affected customers both outside and within

United States but adverse foreign effect was inde

pendent of any adverse domestic effect Foreign

Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FIAIA domestic

injury exception did not apply and thus neither did

Sherman Act to claim based solely on foreign effect

abrogating /rupian Chris/ics lii PLff284 F.3d

384 and

LI on remand Court of Appeals could consider

whether foreign purchasers properly preserved their

alternative argument that foreign injury was not in

fact independent of domestic effects and if so could

consider and decide related claim

Vacated and remanded

Justice $gJia filed opinion concurring in judgment in

West Fleadnotes

111 Antitrust and Trade Regulation z945
29Tk945 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 127
The Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

FTAJA general exclusionary rule does not apply

only to conduct involving American exports and in

cludes commerce that is wholly foreign Shennan

Act as amended 15 U.SCA Q6a

L1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation cz945
29Tk 945 MosL Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 27
Where price-fixing conduct significantly and ad

versely affects customers both outside and within

United States but adverse foreign effect is independ

ent of any adverse domestic effect Foreign Trade

Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA
domestic injury exception does not apply and thus

neither does Sherman Act to claim based solely on

foreign effect abrogating Krwnan Chri.ceicc Intl

PLC 284 F.3d 384 Sherman Act et seq as

amended 15 U.SflA S8 et seq 4jj

131 International Law 1O.1
221k10i Most Cited Cases

Supreme Court ordinarily construes ambiguous stat

utes to avoid unreasonable interference with sover

eign authority of other nations

141 International Law CilO.1

221k10J Mnst Cited Cases

Rule of statutory construction derived from principle

of prescriptive comity cautions courts to assume

that legislators take account of legitimate sovereign

interests of other nations when they write American

laws and thereby helps potentially conflicting laws of

different nations work together in harmony

12 Antitrust and Trade Regulation zzz945

29Tk945 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl27
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Application of United States antitrust laws to foreign

anticompettive conduct is reasonable and consistent

with principles of prescriptive comity insofar as they

reflect legislative effort to redress domestic antitrust

injury that foreign anticompetitive conduct has

caused

IIi.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 945
29Tk945 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k1 27
Language and history of Foreign Trade Antitrust im

provements Act FTAIA suggest that Congress de

signed FTAIA to clarify perhaps to limit but not to

expand in any significant way Sherman Acts scope

as applied to foreign comnierce Sherman Act jJet

seq as amended 15 U.S.C.A.j etseq 6a

Lii Antitrust and Trade Regulation 96O
201k960 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k28l

Unlike private antitrust plaintiff govemment plaintiff

must seek to obtain relief necessary to protect public

from further anticompetitive conduct and to redress

anticompetitive harm and has legal authority broad

enough to allow it to carry out this mission Clayton

Act 15 15 U.S.CA

ffiJ Federal Courts E462
70Blc462 Most Cited Cases

On remand following vacatur by United States Su

preme Court of decision reversing district courts dis

missal for lack of subject matterjurisdiction of anti

trust price-fixing conspiracy class action against vit

amin manufacturers and distributors brought on be

half of foreign purchasers Court of Appeals for

Ninth Circuit could consider whether foreign pur

chasers properly preserved their alternative argument

that foreign injury was not in fact independent of do

mestic effects and if so could consider and decide

related claim Sherman Act jj as amended jj

U.SC.A 5jSa

2360 155 llabus

EN. The syllabus constitutes no part of the

opinion of the Court but has been prepared

by the Reporter of Decisions for the con

venience of the reader See Un/led Slates

Del Oil Timber jwnber Ca. 200 U5

321 337 26 SC 282 SOLEd 499

The Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of

1982 FTAIA or Act provides that the Sherman Act

shall not apply to conduct involving trade or coni

merce with foreign nations JjJJ.SC 6a but

creates exceptions for conduct that significantly

harms imports domestic commerce or American ex

porters in this case vitamin purchasers filed class

action alleging that vitamin manufacturers and dis

tributors had engaged in price-fixing conspiracy

raising vitamin prices in the United States and for

eign countries in violation of the Sherman and

Clayton Acts As relevant here defendants

petitioners moved to dismiss the suit as to the for

c/ga purchasers respondents foreign companies

located abroad who had purchased vitamins only

outside United States commerce 2361 In dismiss

ing respondents claims the District Court applied the

FTAIA and found none of its exceptions applicable

The Court of Appeals reversed concluding that the

FTAIAs exclusionary rule applied but so did its ex

ception for conduct that has direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic commerce

that gives rise to Act claim

iJthj2 Assuming that the foreign effect

higher foreign prices was independent of the domest

ic effect higher domestic prices the court non

etheless concluded that the Acts text legislative his

tory and policy goal of deterring harmful price-fix

ing activity made the lack of connection between the

two effects inconsequential

field Where the price-fixing conduct significantly

and adversely affects both customers outside and

within the United States but the adverse foreign ef

fect is independent of any adverse domestic effect

the FTAIA exception does not apply and thus

neither does the Sherman Act to claim based solely

on the foreign effect Pp 2364-23 72

Respondents threshold argument that the transac

tions fall outside the FTAIA because its general ex

clusionary rule applies only to conduct involving ex

ports is rejected The liouse .Judiciary Committee

changed the bills original language from export

trade or export commerce I-JR 5235 to trade or

commerce other than import trade or import com
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merce deliberately to include commerce that did not

involve American exports but was wholly foreign

Pp 2365-2366

156 The FTAIA exception does not apply here

for two reasons F/ru this Court ordinarily construes

ambiguous statutes to avoid unreasonable interfer

ence with other nations sovereign authority This rule

of construction reflects customary international law

principles and cautions courts to assume that legislat

ors take account of other nations legitimate sovereign

interests when writing American laws It thereby

helps the potentially conflicting laws of different na

tions work together in harmony While applying

Americas antitrust laws to foreign conduct can inter

fere with foreign nations ability to regulate its own

commercial affairs courts have long held such ap

plication nonetheless reasonable and hence consist

ent with prescriptive comity principles insofar as the

laws reflect legislative effort to redress domestic

antitrust injury caused by foreign anticompetitive

conduct However it is not reasonable to apply

American laws to foreign conduct insofar as that con

duct causes independent foreign harm that alone

gives rise to plaintiffs claim The risk of interfer

ence is the same but the justification for the interfer

ence seems insubstantial While sonic of the anticom

petitive conduct alleged here took place in America

the higher foreign prices are not the consequence of

any domestic anticompetitive conduct sought to be

forbidden by Congress which rather wanted to re

lease domestic and foreign anticompetitive conduct

from Sherman Act constraint when that conduct

causes foreign harm Contrary to respondents claim

the comity concerns remain real as other nations have

not in all areas adopted antitrust laws similar to this

countrys and in any event disagree dramatically

about appropriate remedies Respondents alternative

argument that case-by-case comity analysis is prefer

able to an across the board exclusion of fbreign injury

cases is too complex to prove workable Second the

FTAIAs language and history suggest that Congress

designed the Act to clarify perhaps to limit but not

to expand the Sherman Acts scope as applied to for

eign commerce There is no significant indication

that at the time Congress wrote the FTAIA courts

would have thought the 2362 Sherman Act applic

able in these circumstances nor do the six cases on

which respondents rely warrant different conclu

sion Pp 2365-2371

Respondents additional linguistic arguments

might show natural reading of the statute but the

comity and history considerations previously dis

cussed make clear that respondents reading is not

consistent with the FTA1As basic intent. Their de

terrence-based policy argument is also unavailing in

light of the contrary arguments by the antitrust en

forcement agencies Pp 2371-2372

On remand the Court of Appeals may consider

whether respondents properly preserved their altern

ative argument that the foreign J57 injury here was

not in fact independent of the domestic effects and

if so it may consider and decide the related claim

2372

315 F.3d 338 vacated and remanded

BREYFE .J delivered the opinion of the Court in

which REHNOUTST and STEVfia

KENNEJ2I QUJER and GINSBURG JJ joined

SCALIA filed an opinion concurring in the judg

ment in which THOMAS joined post 2373

OCONNOR took no part in the consideration or

decision of the case

Stephen Shapiro Chicago IL for petitioners

l-levitt Pate for the United States as amicus curi

ae by special leave of the Court

Thomas Goldstein Washington D.C for re

spondents

Stephen Shapiro Jyrone Fahner Andrew

Marovitz Jeffrey Sarles Mayer Brown Rowe

Maw LIP Chicago IL Arthur Golden Counsel

of Record Lawrence Portnoy Charles Duncan

William Fenrich Davis Polk Wardwell New

York NY John Majnros Ppiel Brnmherg

Washington DC Kenneth Prince Spphen Fishhein

Richard Schwed Shearman Sterling LIP New

York NY Lawrence ymg Joseph Anuno White

Case LIP New York NY Robed Pitoky

j.Montuomery Franklin Liss Arnold Porter
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tIle J. Clayton Everett. Jr. Morgan Lewis
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ington DC Jim I. Shoemake Kurt S. Odenwald

Man Ann Ohms Guilfoil Petzall Shoemake

L.L.C St. Louis MO Thomas M. Mueller Michael

fjjje Mayer Brown Rowe Maw LIP New

York NY Aileen Mgyg Pillsbury Winthrop L.L.P

Washington DC Sutton Kgn Bryan Dunlap Pills

bury Winthrop L.L.P New York NY Gary W.

ICubek Debevoise Plimpton New York NY Knz
neth Sian Karen N. Walker Kannon IC. Shan

mucani Kirkland Ellis LLP Washington DC
Moses Silverman Aidan Svnnnu Paul Weiss Rif

kind Wharton Garrison LLP New York NY
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LLP Los Angeles CA Kevin R. Sulhvan Grace M.
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Washington DC Thomas C. Goldstein Counsel of

Record Amy Flnwe Goldstein Flowe P.C. Wash
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158 Justice BREYER delivered the opinion of the

Court.

The Foreign Trade Antitrust improvements Act of

1982 FTAIA excludes from the Sherman Acts

reach much anticompetitive conduct that causes only

foreign injury. It does so by setting forth general

rule stating that the Sherman Act shall not apply to

conduct involving trade or commerce with foreign

nations. 96 Stat. 1246 It then cre

ates exceptions to the general rule applicable where

roughly speaking that conduct significantly harms

imports domestic commerce or American exporters.

We here focus upon anticompetitive price-fixing

activity that is in significant part foreign that causes

some domestic antitrust injury and that independ

ently causes separate foreign injury. We ask two

questions about the price-fixing conduct and the for

eign injury that it causes. First does that conduct fall

within the FTAIAs general rule excluding the Sher

man Acts application That is to say does the price-

fixing activity constitute conduct involving trade or

commerce
..

with foreign nations We conclude that

it does

J59 Second we ask whether the conduct nonethe

less falls within domestic-injury exception to the

general rule an exception that applies and makes the

Sherman Act nonetheless applicable where the con

duct has direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable effect on domestic commerce and

such effect gives rise to Act claim. II

aUiLAL2. We conclude that the exception does

not apply where the plaintiffs claim rests solely on

the independent foreign harm.

To clarify The issue before us concerns signific

ant foreign anticompetitive conduct with an ad

verse domestic efect and an independent foreign

effect giving rise to the claim. In more concrete

terms this case involves vitamin sellers around the

world that agreed to fix prices leading to higher vit

amin prices in the United States and independently

leading to higher vitamin prices in other countries

such as Ecuador. We conclude that in this scenario

purchaser in the United States could bring Sherman

Act claim under the FTAIA based on domestic in

jury but purchaser in Ecuador could not bring

Sherman Act claim based on foreign harm

The plaintiffs in this case originally filed class-ac

tion suit on behalf of foreign and domestic purchasers

of vitamins under inter a/ia j. of the Sherman Act

26 Stat. 209 as amended .L LU.S.C..LI and jjj4 and
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.if of the Clayton Act 38 Stat 731 737 as amended

15 U.S.C Stf 15 fi Their complaint alleged that pe
titioners foreign and domestic vitamin manufacturers

and distributors had engaged in price-fixing con

spiracy raising the price of vitamin products to cus

tomers in the United States and to customers in for

eign countries

As relevant here petitioners moved to dismiss the

suit as to the foreign purchasers 2364 the respond

ents here five foreign vitamin distributors located in

Ukraine Australia Ecuador and Panama each of

which bought vitamins from petitioners 160 for de

livery outside the United States No Civ

001686TFI-1 2001 WL 761360 D.D.C June

fl describing the relevant transactions as wholly

foreign Respondents have never asserted that they

purchased any vitamins in the United States or in

transactions in United States commerce and the

question presented assumes that the relevant transac

tions occurr entirely outside commerce Pet

for Cert The District Court dismissed their

claims ft0i WL 761360 at It applied the

FTAIA and found none of the exceptions applicable

LrL_al 3_4 Thereafter the domestic purchasers

transferred their claims to another pending suit and

did not take part in the subsequent appeal 315 F.3d

338 343 C.A.ZDC.2003

divided panel of the Court Appeals reversed

315 F.3d 338 The panel concluded that the FTAIAs

general exclusionary rule applied to the case but that

its domestic-injury exception also applied It basic

ally read the plaintiffs complaint to allege that the

vitamin manufacturers price-fixing conspiracy

had direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable

effect on ordinary domestic trade or commerce i.e.

the conspiracy brought about higher domestic vitam

in prices and such effect gave rise to

Act claim an injured dome vile cus

tomer could have brought Sherman Act suit jj

U.S.C 6a1 2j Those allegations the court

held are sufficient to meet the exceptions require

ments 315 F.3d al 341

The court assumed that the foreign effect higher

prices in Ukraine Panama Australia and Ecuador

was independent of the domestic effect higher

domestic prices LIZAcI But it concluded that in light

of the FTAIAs text legislative history and the

policy goal of deterring harmful price-fixing activity

this lack of connection does not matter Ibid The

District of Columbia Circuit denied rehearing en

lanc by 4-to-3 vote App to Pet for Cert 44a

We granted certiorari to resolve
split among the

Courts of Appeals about the exceptions application

Compare 1610cm Norske Stats Olieselskap As

HeestMoc VoC24l F.3d 420 427 C.A.5 2001

exception does not apply where foreign injury inde

pendent of domestic harm with Kninman C/u is/ics

Intl PLC 284 F.3d 384 400 C.A.2 2002 exception

does apply even where foreign injury independent

315 F.3dat 341 similar

II

The FTAIA seeks to make clear to American export

ers and to firms doing business abroad that the

Sherman Act does not prevent them from entering in

to business arrangements say joint-selling arrange

ments however anticompetitive as long as those ar

rangements adversely affect only foreign markets

See B.R.Rep No 97-686 pp 1-3 9-10 j.95j

U.S.Code Cong Admin News 1982 2487

2487-2488 2494-2495 hereinafter House Report It

does so by removing from the Shenuan Acts reach

export activities and other commercial activit

ies taking place abroad unless those activities ad

versely affect domestic commerce imports to the

United States or exporting activities of one engaged

in such activities within the United States

The FTAIA says

Sections to of this title Sherman Act shall

not apply to conduct involving trade or commerce

other than import trade or import commerce with

foreign nations unless-

2365 such conduct has direct substantial

and reasonably foreseeable effect--

on trade or commerce which is not trade or

commerce with foreign nations domestic trade

or commerce or on import trade or import com
merce with foreign nations or

on export trade or export commerce with for

eign nations of person engaged in such trade or

commerce in the United States on an Americ
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an export competitor and

162 such effect gives rise to claim under the

provisions of sections to .2 of this title other than

this section

If sections to of this title apply to such conduct

only because of the operation of paragraph

then sections to of this title shall apply to such

conduct only for injury to export business in the

United States lSlJ.S.Qjjjg

This technical language initially lays down general

rule placing all non-import activity involving for

eign commerce outside the Sherman Acts reach It

then brings such conduct back within the Sherman

Acts reach provided that the conduct both suffi

ciently affects American commerce i.e it has dir

ect substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on

American domestic import or certain export com

merce and has an effect of kind that antitrust

law considers harmful the effect must giv
rise to Act claim St óatl 21

We ask here how this language applies to price-fixing

activity that is in significant part foreign that has the

requisite domestic effect and that also has independ

ent foreign effects giving rise to the plaintiffs claim

111

LU Respondents make threshold argument They

say that the transactions here at issue fall outside the

FTAIA because the FTAJAs general exclusionary

rule applies only to conduct involving exports The

rule says that the Sherman Act shall not apply to

conduct involving trade or commerce other than im

port trade or import commerce wit/i foreign nations

j.foi emphasis added. The word with means

between the United States and foreign nations And

they contend commerce between the United States

and foreign nations that is not import commerce must

consist of export commerce--a kind of commerce ir

relevant to the case at hand

163 The difficulty with respondents argument is

that the FIAIA originated in bill that initially re

ferred only to export trade or export commerce

FIR 5235 97th Cong 1st Sess 19811 But the

House .Iudiciary Committee subsequently changed

that language to trade or commerce other than im

port trade or import commerce 15 U.S.C 6a

And it did so deliberately to include commerce that

did not involve American exports but which was

wholly foreign

The House Report says in relevant part

The Subcommittees export commerce limitation

appeared to make the amendments inapplicable to

transactions that were neither import nor export

transactions within between or among other

nations .. Such foreign transactions should for

the purposes of ibis legislation be treated in the

same manner as export transactionsthat is there

should be no American antitrust jurisdiction absent

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable ef

fect on domestic commerce or domestic compet

itor The Committee Amendment therefore deletes

references to export trade 2366 and substitutes

phrases such as other than import trade It is thus

clear that wholly foreign transactions as well as

export transactions are covered by the amendment

but that import transactions are not Flouse Report

9-10 U.SCode Cong Admin.News 1982 2487

2494-2495 emphases added

For those who find legislative history useful the

Flouse Reports account should end the matter Oth

ers by considering carefully the amendment itself

and the lack of any other plausible purpose may

reach the same conclusion namely that the FTAIAs

general rule applies where the anticompetitive con

duct at issue is foreign

Iv

LJ We turn now to the basic question presented that

of the exceptions application Because the underlying

antitrust 164 action is complex potentially raising

questions not directly at issue here we reemphasize

that we base our decision upon the following The

price-fixing conduct significantly and adversely af

fects both customers outside the United States and

customers within the United States but the adverse

foreign effect is independent of any adverse domestic

effect In these circumstances we find that the

FTAIA exception does not apply and thus the Sher

man Act does not apply for two main reasons

Ui First this Court ordinarily construes ambiguous
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statutes to avoid unreasonable interference with the

sovereign authority of other nations See eg
Cul/och Sociedad Ancionaf do 4iarineros do Hair

i/ores 372 10 20-22 83 S.Ct 671 L.Ed.2d

547 11963i application of National Labor Relations

Act to foreignflag vessels .1ornero International

Terminal Qperatinv358 U.S 354 322-383 79

S.Ct 468 L.Ed.2d 368 19591 application of Jones

Act in maritime case Laurizzen Laren345 U.S

571 578 73 S.Ct 921 97 LEd 1254 fl95j same
This rule of construction reflects principles of cus

tomary international law--law that we must assume

Congress ordinarily seeks to follow See Restatement

f.Third of Foreirsn Relations Law of the United States

4031 403J2 11986 hereinafter Restatement

limiting the unreasonable exercise of prescriptive

jurisdiction with respect to person or activity hav

ing connections with another State Alurrav

Sc/tanner Charming Betsy Cranch 64 118 LEj
208 1894 act of Congress ought never to be

construed to violate the law of nations if any other

possible construction remains 1-laitford Fire Jusur

once thfornia 509 U.S 764 217 113 S.Ct

2891 125 L.Ed.2d 612 1993 SCAIIA dissent

ing identifying rule of construction as derived from

the principle of prescriptive comity

j4J This rule of statutory construction cautions courts

to assume that legislators take account of the legitim

ate sovereign interests of other nations when they

write American laws It thereby helps the potentially

conflicting laws of different nations work together in

harmony--a harmony particularly 165 needed in

todays highly interdependent commercial world

No one denies that Americas antitrust laws when

applied to foreign conduct can interfere with for

eign nations ability independently to regulate its own

commercial affairs But our courts have long held

that application of our antitrust laws to foreign anti-

competitive conduct is nonetheless reasonable and

hence consistent with principles of prescriptive

comity insofar as they reflect legislative effort to

redress dornestk antitrust injury that foreign anticom

petitive conduct has caused See 2367ftjted States

v.Alunrinrnn Co aL4nerica 148 f.2d 416 443-444

ICLlU Hand .J Areeda Turner

Antitrust Law 11236 1978

But why is it reasonable to apply those laws to for

eign conduct insofar as that conduct causes inde

pendent foreign harm and 1/rat foreign harm alone

gives rise to the plaint/7s claim Like the former

case application of those laws creates serious risk

of interference with foreign nations ability inde

pendently to regulate its own commercial affairs But

unlike the former case the justification for that inter

ference seems insubstantial See Restatement

49.RI determining reasonableness on basis of such

factors as connections with regulating nation harm to

that nations interests extent to which other nations

regulate and the potential for conflict Why should

American law supplant for example Canadas or

Great Britains or Japans own determination about

how best to protect Canadian or British or Japanese

customers from anticompetitive conduct engaged in

significant part by Canadian or British or Japanese or

other foreign companies

We recognize that principles of comity provide Con

gress greater leeway when it seeks to control through

legislation the actions of American companies see

Restatement 402 and some of the anticompetitive

price-fixing conduct alleged here took place in Anier

ica But the higher foreign prices of which the for

eign plaintiffs here complain are not the

consequence166 of any domestic anticompetitive

conduct that Congress so right to forbid for Congress

did not seek to forbid any such conduct insofar as it is

here relevant e. insofiir as it is intertwined with for

eign conduct that causes independent foreign harm

Rather Congress sought to release domestic and for

eign anticompetitive conduct from Sherman Act

constraints when that conduct causes foreign harm

Congress of course did make an exception where

that conduct also causes domestic harm See House

Report 13 US.Code Cong AdminNews 1982

2487 2498 concerns about American firms particip

ation in international cartels addressed through do

mestic injury exception But any independent do

mestic harm the foreign conduct causes here has by

definition little or nothing to do with the matter

We thus repeat the basic question Why is it reason

able to apply this law to conduct that is significantly

foreign insofar as that conduct carrses independent

foreign hero and that foreign harm a/one gives Jse
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to the plain tiffs c/a/in We can find no good answer

to the question.

The Areeda and Hovenkamp treatise notes that under

the Court of Appeals interpretation of the statute

Malaysian customer could
...

maintain an action

under United States law in United States court

against its own Malaysian supplier another cartel

member simply by noting that unnamed third

panics injured the United States by the Amer

ican members conduct would also have

cause of action. Effectively the United States

courts would provide worldwide subject matter jur

isdiction to any foreign suitor wishing to sue its

own local supplier but unhappy with its own sov

ereigns provisions for private antitrust enforce

ment provided that different plaintiff had cause

action against different firm for injuries that

were within U.S. commerce. It

does not seem excessively rigid to infer that Con

gress would not have 167 intended that result. P.

Arecda I-I Hovenkamp Antitrust Law 273 pp.

1-52 Supp.2003.

We agree with the comment We can find no convin

cing justification for the extension 2368 of the

Sherman Acts scope that it describes

Respondents reply that many nations have adopted

antitrust laws similar to our own to the point where

the practical likelihood of interference with the relev

ant interests of other nations is minimal. L.eaving

price fixing to the side however this Court has found

to the contrary. See g. Jiart/hrd F/re. 509 U.S.at

797-799. 113 S.Ct. 2891 noting that the alleged con

duct in the L.ondon reinsurance market while illegal

under United States antitrust laws was assumed to be

perfectly consistent with British law and policy see

also g. W. Fugate Foreign Commerce and the

Antitrust Laws 16.6 5th ed.l996 noting differ

ences between European Union and United States

law on vertical restraints

Regardless even where nations agree about primary

conduct say price fixing they disagree dramatically

about appropriate remedies. The application for ex

ample of American private treble-damages remedies

to anticompetitive conduct taking place abroad has

generated considerable controversy See ABA

Section of Antitrust Law Antitrust Law Develop

ments 1208-1209 5th ed.2002. And several foreign

nations have filed briefs here arguing that to apply

our remedies would unjustifiably permit their citizens

to bypass their own less generous remedial schemes

thereby upsetting balance of competing considera

tions that their own domestic antitrust laws embody

E.g. Brief for Federal Republic of Germany et al. as

Ant/cl Curiae setting forth German interest in see

ing that German companies are not subject to the cx

traterritorial reach of the United States antitrust laws

by private foreign plaintiffs--whose injuries were sus

tained in transactions entirely outside United States

commerce--seeking treble damages in private law

suits against German companies Brief for Govern

ment 168 of Canada as din/cur Curiae 14 treble

damages remedy would supersede Canadas nation

al policy decision Brief for Government of Japan

as Am/cur Curiae 10 finding particularly trouble

some the potential interfere with Japanese

governmental regulation of the Japanese market.

These briefs add that decision permitting independ

ently injured foreign plaintiffs to pursue private

treble-damages remedies would undermine foreign

nations own antitrust enforcement policies by dimin

ishing foreign firms incentive to cooperate with anti

trust authorities in return for prosccutorial amnesty.

Brief for Government of Federal Republic of Ger

many et al as 1n/c/ Curiae 28-30 Brief for Govern

ment of Canada as Am/cus Cur/ae 11-14. See also

Brief for United States as Am/cur Curiae 19-21

arguing the same in respect to American antitrust en

forcement.

Respondents alternatively argue that comity does not

demand an interpretation of the FTAIA that would

exclude independent foreign injury cases across the

board Rather courts can take and sometimes have

taken account of comity considerations case by case

abstaining where comity considerations so dictate.

Cf eg. Fleet ford Fire .clwra at 797. n. 24 113

S.CL 2891 United 5/ales v. Wippon Paper Industries

p.U09 F.3d 1. C.A.I 1997 Mannington 4j/jl/s

Inc. v. Congoleuni Carp.. 595 F.2d 1287. 1294-1295

çC.A.3 1979.

In our view however this approach is too complex to
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prove workable The Sherman Act covers many dif

ferent kinds of anticompetitive agreements Courts

would have to examine how foreign law compared

with American law treats not only price fixing but

also say information-sharing agreements patent-

licensing price conditions territorial product resale

limitations2369 and various forms of joint ven

ture in respect to both primary conduct and remedy

The legally and economically technical nature of that

enterprise means lengthier proceedings appeals and

more proceedings--to the point where procedural

costs and delays could 169 themselves threaten in

terference with foreign nations ability to maintain

the integrity of its own antitrust enforcement system

Even in this relatively simple price-fixing case for

example competing briefs tell us that potential

treble-damage liability would help enforce wide

spread anti-price-fixing norms through added de

terrence and the opposite namely that such liab

ility would hinder antitrust enforcement by reducing

incentives to enter amnesty programs Compare

Brief for Certain Professors of Economics as

.4niici Curiae 2-4 with Brief for United States as

Amicus Curiae 19-21 Flow could court seriously

interested in resolving so empirical matter--a matter

potentially related to impact on foreign interests--do

so simply and expeditiously

We conclude that principles of prescriptive comity

counsel against the Court of Appeals interpretation

of the FTAIA Where foreign anticompetitive con

duct plays significant role and where foreign injury

is independent of domestic effects Congress might

have hoped that Americas antitrust laws so funda

mental component of our own economic system

would commend themselves to other nations as well

But if Americas antitrust policies could not win their

own way in the international marketplace for such

ideas Congress we must assume would not have

tried to impose them in an act of legal imperialism

through legislative fiat

Second the FTAIAs language and history sug

gest that Congress designed the FTAIA to claril3

perhaps to limit but not to expand in any significant

way the Sherman Acts scope as applied to foreign

commerce See Flouse Report 2-3 US Code Cong

Admin.News 1982 2487 2487-2488 And we have

found no significant indication that at the time Con

gress wrote this statute courts would have thought the

Sherman Act applicable in these circumstances

The Solicitor General and petitioners tell us that they

have found no case in which any court applied the

Sherman Act to redress foreign injury in such cir

cumstances Tr of Oral Arg 21 Brief for United

States as Amicus Curiae 13 Brief 170 for Petition

ers 13 see also Den Nox s/ce 241 F.3d at 429

have found no case in which jurisdiction was found

in case like this--where foreign plaintiff is injured

in fbreign market with no injuries arising from the

anticompetitive effect on United States market
And respondents themselves apparently conceded as

much at May 23 2001 hearing before the District

Court below 2001 WL 761360 at

Nevertheless respondents now have called to our at

tention six cases three decided by this Court and

three decided by lower courts In the first three cases

the defendants included both American companies

and foreign companies jointly engaged in anticom

petitive behavior having both foreign and domestic

effects See Tinthcn Roller Bearing Co United

S/alec 341 U.S 593 595 71 S.Ct 971 95 LEd
1199 l9jfl agreements among American British

and French corporations to eliminate competition in

the manufacture and sale of anti-friction bearings in

world including United States markets United

Slates National Lead to. 332 U.S .319 325-328

SL.S.Ct 1634 91 LEd 2077 1947 international

cartels with American and foreign members restrain

ing international commerce including United States

commerce in titanium pigments 2370Uiled

States Anrerican Tobacco Co 221 U.S 106 171-

172.31 S.Ct 632.55 L.Ed 66319111 American to

bacco corporations agreed in England with British

company to divide world markets In all three cases

the plaintiff sought relief including relief that might

have helped to protect those injured abroad

jjJ In all three cases however the plaintiff was the

Government of the United States Government

plaintiff unlike private plaintiff must seek to ob

tain the relief necessary to protect the public from

further anticompetitive conduct and to redress anti-

competitive harm And Government plaintiff has
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legal authority broad enough to allow it to carry out

this mission .iijL.S.C 25 see also g. L/nlied

Stales 51 dii Pont de Neniours Ca 366 US
316 334 81 S.Ct 1243 2d 318 1961

is well settled that once the Government has 171

successfblly borne the considerable burden of estab

lishing violation of law all doubts as to the remedy

are to be resolved in its favor Private plaintiffs by

way of contrast are far less likely to be able to secure

broad relief See Calf am/a sc .c0nerican Stares Ca
495 U.S 271 295 110 S.Ct 1853 109 L.Ed.2d 240

11990 Our conclusion that district court has the

power to order divestiture in appropriate cases

brought private plaintiffs does not of course

mean that such power should be exercised in every

situation in which the Government would be entitled

to such relief Areeda 1-I Hovenkamp

Blair Antitrust Law jj 303d-303e pp 40-45 2d

ed.2000 distinguishing between private and govern

ment suits in terms of availability public interest

motives and remedial scope Griffin Extraterritori

alitv in U.S and EU Antitrust Enforcement 67 Anti

trust L.J 159 194 1999 plaintiffs often

are unwilling to exercise the degree of self-restraint

and consideration of foreign governmental sensibilit

ies generally exercised by the U.S Government

This difference means that the Governments ability

in these three cases to obtain relief helpful to those

injured abroad tells us little or nothing about whether

this Court would have awarded similar relief at the

request of private plainti IL

Neither did the Court focus explicitly in its opinions

on claim that the remedies sought to cure only inde

pendently caused foreign harm Thus the three cases

tell us even less about whether this Court then

thought that foreign private plaintilL could have ob

tained foreign relief based solely upon such inde

pendently caused foreign injury

Respondents also refer to three lower court cases

brought by private plaintiffs In the first Inthestria Si

cibacia ..lsfalti..BitueniJ.4 E.tvon Research

ngtneer/wa No 75 Civ 5828-CSH 1977 WL
1353 S.D.N.Y. Jan.18 7j District Court per

mitted an Italian firm to proceed against an American

finn with Sherman Act claim based upon purely

foreign injury an injury suffered in Italy The

court made clear however that the foreign injury

was inextricably 172 bound
up with domestic re

.rtraintr of trade and that the plaintiff was injured

by tea ton of an alleged restraint of our domestic

trade Id at 11 12 emphasis added ia the for

eign injury was dependent upon not independent of

domestic harm See Part VI in/ta

In the second case Daininicirt .4nie icana Baliia

Gulf fVe.ciern industries Inc 473 F.Supp 680

S.D.N.Y 1979 District Court permitted Dominic

an and American firms to proceed against compet

ing American firm and the Dominican Tourist In

formation Center with Sherman Act claim based

upon injury apparently suffered in the Dominican Re

public The court in finding the Sherman Act 2371

applicable weighed several different thctors includ

ing the participation of American firms in the unlaw

ful conduct the partly domestic nature of both con

duct and harm to American tourists kind of ex
port and the fact that the domestic harm depended

in part upon the foreign injury Id at 688 The court

did not separately analyze the legal problem before it

in terms of independently caused foreign injury Its

opinion simply does not discuss the matter It con

sequently cannot be taken as significant support for

application of the Sherman Act here

The third case Hunt Slob Oil corp 550 F.2d 68

72 C.A.2 19.fl involved claim by Hunt an inde

pendent oil producer with reserves in Libya that oth

er major oil producers in Libya and the Persian Gulf

the seven majors had conspired in New York and

elsewhere to make it more difficult for Hunt to reach

agreement with the Libyan government on produc

tion terms and thereby eliminate him as competitor

The case can be seen as involving primarily foreign

conspiracy designed to bring about foreign injury in

L.ibya But as in Doeninicus the court nowhere con

sidered the problem of independently caused foreign

hann Rather the case was about the act of state

doctrine and the sole discussion of Sherman Act ap

plicability--one brief paragraph--refers to other mat

ters 550 F.2d..at 72 and J73 We do not see

how Congress could have taken this case as signific

ant support for the proposition that the Sherman Act

applies in present circumstances
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The upshot is that no pre-1982 case provides signific

ant authorily for application of the Sherman Act in

the circumstances we here assume Indeed leading

contemporaneous lower court case contains language

suggesting the contrary See Timberlane Lumber Co

.Bank of America 549 F.2d 597 613

C.A.9 l9.i insisting that the foreign conducts do

mestic effect be sufficiently large to present cog
nizable injury to the plaintiJjs emphasis added

Taken together these two sets of considerations the

one derived from comity and the other reflecting his

tory convince us that Congress would not have inten

ded the FTAIAs exception to bring independently

caused foreign injury within the Sherman Acts reach

Respondents poiot to several considerations that

point the other way For one thing the FTAIAs lan

guage speaks in terms of the Sherman Acts applicab

lilly to certain kinds of conthict The FTAIA says that

the Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct with

certain kind of harmful domestic effect Why isnt

that the end of the matter Flow can the Sherman Act

both apply to the conduct when one person sues but

not apply to the same conduct when another person

sues The question of who can or cannot sue is mat

ter for other statutes namely the Clayton Act to de

termine

Moreover the exception says that it applies if the

conducts domestic effect gives rise to claim not

to the plaintijTs claim or the claim at issue

U.S.C 6a12 emphasis added The alleged con
duct here did have domestic effects and those effects

were harmful enough to give rise to claim Re

spondents concede that this claim is not their own

claim it is someone elses claim But linguistically

174 speaking they say that is beside the point Nor

did Congress place the relevant words gives rise to

claim in the FTAIA to suggest any geographical

limitation rather it did so for here neutral reason

namely in order to make clear that the domestic ef

fect must be an adverse as opposed to beneficial

effect See I-louse 2372 Report 11 S.Code Cong
Admin.News 1982 2487 2496 citing National

Sank of canada Interbank Card .4ssn 666 F2d

C.A.2 jfl

Despite their linguistic logic these arguments are not

convincing Linguistically speaking statute can ap
ply and not apply to the same conduct depending

upon other circumstances and those other circum

stances may include the nature of the lawsuit or of

the related underlying harm It also makes linguistic

sense to read the words claim as if they refer to

the plaintiffs claim or the claim at issue

At most respondents linguistic arguments might

show that respondents reading is the more natural

reading of the statutory language But those argu

ments do not show that we murt accept that reading

And that is the critical point The considerations pre

viously mentioned--those of comity and history-

-make clear that the respondents reading is not con

sistent with the FTAIAs basic intent If the statutes

language reasonably permits an interpretation con

sistent with that intent we should adopt it And for

the reasons stated we believe that the statutes lan

guage permits the reading that we give it

Finally respondents point to policy considerations

that we have previously discussed supra at 2368

namely that application of the Sherman Act in

present circumstances will through increased de

terrence help protect Americans against foreign-

caused anticompetitive injury As we have explained

however the plaintifth and supporting enforcement-

agency amict have made important experience-

backed arguments based upon amnesty-seeking in

centives to the contrary We cannot say whether on

balance respondents side of this empirically based

argument or the enforcement agencies side is correct

But we can say that the answer to the dispute is

neither J75 clear enough nor of such likely empiric

al significance that it could overcome the considera

tions we have previously discussed and change our

conclusion

For these reasons we conclude that petitioners read

ing of the statutes language is correct That reading

furthers the statutes basic purposes it properly re

flects considerations of comity and it is consistent

with Sherman Act history

VI

L8i We have assumed that the anticompetitive con-
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duct here independently caused fbreign injury that is

the conducts domestic effects did not help to bring

about that foreign injury Respondents argue in the

alternative that the foreign injury was not independ

ent Rather they say the anticompetitive conducts

domestic effects were linked to that foreign harm

Respondents contend that because vitamins are fun

gible and readily transportable without an adverse

domestic effect Ic higher prices in the United

States the sellers could not have maintained their in

ternational price-fixing arrangement and respondents

would not have suffered their foreign injury They

add that this but for condition is sufficient to bring

the price-fixing conduct within the scope of the

FTAIAs exception

The Court of Appeals however did not address this

argument 315 F.3d at 341 and for that reason

neither shall we Respondents remain free to ask the

Court of Appeals to consider the claim The Court of

Appeals may determine whether respondents prop

erly preserved the argument and if so it may con
sider it and decide the related claim

For these reasons the judgment of the Court of Ap
peals is vacated and the case is remanded for further

proceedings consistent with this opinion

2373 It is so ordejed

Justice OCONNOR took no part in the consideration

or decision of this case

176 Justice SCALJA with whom Justice THOMAS
joins concurring in the judgment

concur in the judgment of the Court because the

language of the statute is readily susceptible of the in

terpretation the Court provides and because only that

interpretation is consistent with the principle that stat

utes should be read in accord with the customary de
ference to the application of foreign countries laws

within their own territories
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